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Chapter 1 Show time!

Data presentation is something of an art. It’s like preparing
for the opening night of a performance: you have assembled
a cast of characters (volunteers and others in your organiza-
tion), written a play (study design), everyone has rehearsed
(worked diligently to gather data and create awareness),
and now you are ready for the show (communicate your
results). The story that you tell (your message) is filled with
intrigue, mystery, life and death drama–and hopefully a
happy ending. After the curtain falls, what will be the
reviews? Will your performance lead to positive action, or
will it fall flat and be forgotten by the morning? Will your
organization be recognized as having brought enlighten-
ment to the world, or will your work fade into obscurity?

A satisfactory answer to these questions requires both a
good story–your data, and a good production–your com-
munication skills. Watershed groups are no strangers to
outreach, getting the word out via a variety of media–print,
posters, PowerPoint software, public appearances. But too
often, data is a missing ingredient in their message. Con-
versely, many monitoring program specialists have good
data to share, but limit their presentation strategies to a few
tried and traditional methods such as a written report or a
press release. Or they fail to discuss their data in the context
of issues that people care about, such as recreation, health,
or economics. In many cases, it seems as though data
presentation is conducted as an afterthought–a minor
adjunct to the more important work of running a strong,
scientific sampling program. As a result, many programs fail
to reach their true goal: to affect the way we treat our water
resources.

You can avoid this disconnect by thinking about how your
data fits into your organization–its mission and its message.
This is the first step towards creating a data presentation
plan that will maximize your influence on policies and
practices that affect your watershed. Now you might be
thinking “Another plan? We’ve spent enough time planning

The world’sThe world’s
a stage...a stage...

n The world’s a stage...
n Planning goals
n How to use this manual
n Before you begin
n Data to action process
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already! Sometimes it seems as if all we ever do is plan. If we
did all the planning that experts advocate, we might never
actually do any work.” But judicious planning can help you
spread the news of your sampling program and your results;
it can improve the quality of your data presentation; and it
can also help you circumvent mistakes and save time.

In an age of information overload, it’s not enough to simply
produce data. Distilling a message and presenting it in a
clear and concise format will greatly increase the chances
that your message will be heard, will be understood, and
will be used by people making decisions on the issues that
concern you. Planning for data presentation focuses on the
following goals:

Being on time If a meeting to vote on a sewer
upgrade is scheduled for
November 14th, don’t wait
until the 15th to get nutrient
loading data ready for the
event.

Flexibility Plan ahead so that nutrient
data can be presented to the
media, at town meeting, or to
school groups, with little or no
modification.

Readiness When an algae bloom sud-
denly fouls a lake, promptly
reported data can help deci-
sion makers deal with the
problem in a timely manner.

A better product Instead of working past mid-
night with glue, scissors, and
crayons, utilize the expertise
and skills within your organi-
zation and elsewhere–ask for
help well in advance of the
task’s due date.

Successful action Data that is well presented is
more likely to be accepted and
used to educate and motivate
decision makers to act on your
study’s recommendations.

Planning Goals
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This manual has been written both to encourage volunteer
monitors to place a bigger emphasis on communicating the
data they’ve worked so hard to collect, and to offer some
suggestions on how to do so. The manual is organized to be
used in three ways:

n As a soup-to-nuts introduction to concepts of data
presentation. For this, read the entire manual. Chapter 2
is a guide to developing a data presentation plan for
your organization. It covers topics such as identifying
and approaching target audiences, how different audi-
ences like to receive information, and using data to
achieve information, education, or persuasion objectives.
For those in a hurry, a two-page condensed version of
Chapter 2 can be found in Chapter 9.

n As a discussion of different presentation formats: which
work best for your target audiences and situations, and
some tips on how to make or use them. Chapters 3-7
cover graphics, printed materials, exhibits, public pre-
sentations, and the media.

n As a reference guide to ready-made data presentation
products. Examples of innovative and effective products
are displayed and discussed throughout the manual,
and especially in Chapter 8. By and large, these are
“real” examples; monitoring groups have created and
used these in their outreach efforts. To find something
that you might wish to replicate, check the “Data Pre-
sentation Examples” list, which follows the Table of
Contents. The Appendix contains technical tips on how
to prepare or construct some of the examples presented
in the text. If you would like additional information
about how to produce these products yourself (e.g.
time, expertise and expense required, materials needed,
etc.) contact the Massachusetts Water Watch Partner-
ship. We will be happy to share details with you.

Before developing your plan, let’s take a step back and
consider data presentation in the larger context of a moni-
toring program. The next page offers a quick overview of
the data to action process–things that you should do before,
during, and after the data presentation stage. Take a look at
this before going too far into development of your own data
presentation plan.

How to useHow to use
this manualthis manual

Before you begin
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The Data to Action ProcessThe Data to Action Process
Here’s a brief summary of the process of stimulating community action with a
monitoring program. A more detailed discussion of this topic can be found in the
Program Organizing Guide published by River Watch Network (see the Reference
section in the Appendix).

1. Monitoring begins with defining study questions and ends with completed
field and lab sheets. It includes everything in between, from training volunteers
to collecting and analyzing samples. The result is a set of data that contain the
numbers or values that help answer study questions and can be applied to
working on issues raised in the study. Some consideration of data presentation
is warranted here, particularly as program goals are developed. Because audi-
ences and decision-making forums are identified, it is important to start think-
ing about how best to communicate with these audiences.

2. Data Management and Summarization involves transferring data from field
and lab sheets to a reliable filing system–electronic or manual. The two objec-
tives are to check the accuracy of the values entered on field sheets and in the
computer files, and to ensure that data aren’t lost through lapses in handling
and filing. Preparations for interpretation are begun by calculating seasonal
averages, building tables and charts, organizing your data set into a summary
form that helps you get a meaningful view of the numbers.

3. Data Interpretation is the process of turning data into information. Study
design questions are answered during this phase. Data take on real-life signifi-
cance–as you compare results to water quality standards, “normal” values, or
other sites and studies. A technical advisory committee that includes agency
staff, academics, or other knowledgeable and interested parties is a great re-
source for answering questions such as, “What do the data tell us, and why are
conditions the way they are?” Findings are developed, conclusions are drawn,
and recommendations are drafted for additional monitoring or actions to
maintain or improve water quality.

4. Data Presentation is the process of getting out your information, message, and
recommendations. This is where this manual comes in. Once your message on
a particular issue has been formed, you decide what to say, to whom to say it,
and how and where best to communicate with these audiences. Products are
also created to facilitate presentations and make recommendations. This
manual addresses this part of the process and tools for successful data presen-
tation.

5. Taking Action begins when your data and message have been successfully
delivered. The next step is to work with the community to clean up a section of
river, advocate for policy, or collaborate with towns, cities, and other govern-
ment agencies to implement recommendations.
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You’ve worked hard to collect and analyze your data and
now it’s time to tell your story. Make sure that you devote
the same attention to its presentation as you did to its
collection and analysis. Study this manual, review your
data, and build a custom toolkit to present your data for
rave reviews–and positive action.

Break a leg!

In conclusionIn conclusion
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Chapter 2 Developing a
Data Presentation Plan

The concept of completing a data presentation plan is
simple. There are five straightforward factors to consider
when drafting a plan including influencing how people
communicate and make decisions:

1. Focusing the message.
2. Deciding on your target audience:

n Who are they? Not everyone can be reached with
one format or presentation so it�s important to
determine who most needs the information.

n Sometimes information alone is enough; sometimes
      you need to add content that educates or persuades.

3. Where should the message be delivered? Find the right
places and media that will put the audience in a data-
receptive mood.

4.   How will the message be delivered? Technical report
presentations or dinner talks? Which information
products and delivery strategies will best deliver the
message?

5.   Timing. Develop and stick to reasonable timelines when
planning outreach strategies.

This chapter covers items 1, 2, and 5. Formats for presenting
your message are detailed in Chapters 3-7.

Most volunteer monitoring programs serve the broader
environmental goals of their sponsoring organization:
protecting a watershed, lake, or river reach; a specific
resource like a shellfish bed; or recreational opportunities
like canoeing or angling. The chief product of monitoring
programs is information that guides human decisions
affecting these resources. The successful program focuses
on two basic activities: obtaining information and sharing it.
Information is obtained with each study or survey your
program conducts. Information provided helps determine if
a lake is swimmable, if a construction project is sending too
much silt into the river, or if exotic plants are spreading.

n Focus your message
n A mixed message?
n Opportunities
n Targeting audiences
n Make a list, check it twice
n �Show me the data!�
n The �IEP� package
n Data strategy
n Motivation strategies
n Audience preferences
n Don�t keep it a secret
n Timing is everything!
n Plant a seed or close the
     sale?

Focus your
message
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Information is shared through data presentation efforts. Data
presentation follows, and is dependent upon the scientific
inquiry and policy work that was completed when your
group started monitoring. That process helped you decide
what to focus on, how to do it, and (later) what the results
meant. Data presentations must remain consistent with
these goals and decisions. It is important to recognize the
place of data presentation in the pecking order of policy,
decision-making, discovery, and communication. Failure to
do so can result in a mixed or diluted message�and missed
opportunities.

How might our goal or message become inconsistent with
our results?
You knew what you wanted to say in advance, but your
data doesn�t support it or is inconclusive. To retain credibil-
ity, recommendations must be changed when the results
aren�t what you expected. For example, a treatment plant
was monitored to demonstrate the need for upgrading it to
tertiary treatment to remove nutrients. Findings show that
there are other pollution sources coming from upstream,
and that the plant�s contribution is relatively minor. In this
case, the message should be changed from �upgrade sys-
tem� to �reduce upstream contributions,� or perhaps �do
more monitoring upstream to locate source(s).�

This can also happen when:
1. A monitoring program is a collaborative venture involv-

ing partners outside your organization, or:
2. When someone in the monitoring program becomes a

spokesperson without clearing messages with your
board, staff, or others. This often results in statements
being made that are scientifically incorrect such as
�excessive plants are killing the lake� (when in fact they
have always grown there), or recommendations that are
inappropriate like �dredge the lake� (when your organi-
zation has a policy against dredging).

How can we avoid the problem?
Establish clear lines of communication using these strate-
gies:
1. Set up a �check-off� system that routes draft public

statements through the board, monitoring committee, or
technical committee. Statements shouldn�t go out unless
all parties have signed off on them.

2. Designate someone as spokesperson for the program
and have public statements go only through that person.

A mixed message?
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3. If there are different people producing public talks,
press releases, etc., draft written outreach ground rules
for everyone to follow. Require that they read and sign
the statement before they go to the public.

Research and follow the �Data to Action� process step-by-
step (Chapter 1). Review your study design and results, and
have a good technical advisory committee review the data
and try to answer the questions. Get consensus on the
conclusions and recommendations, and stick to them as
your general message is formed. This preparation will
enable you to create written reports, slide shows, and more.
Remember: a study only tests a hypothesis. There�s nothing
wrong when a hypothesis is not supported by data�as long
as you say so!

What about additional uses for data?
Groups frequently get requests for �any data you have� or
suddenly, a new issue crops up. Nutrient data has been
collected and analyzed to see if the treatment plant is meet-
ing standards, and a development is suddenly proposed
upstream of the plant. Can your data help measure impacts
of the development? Maybe. This involves using an existing
data set and making it apply to a different study question. A
quick study design/data interpretation process is necessary
to properly apply existing data to answer the new question.
Consider what parameters, sites, sampling frequency, etc.,
would be needed to answer the question. If the fit is good,
go forward with the presentation. If it isn�t, you may be
trying to play golf with a tennis racquet (with damage to
your reputation in both sports). It may still be OK to release
the data, but do so with very clear caveats such as �We
collected this information to ask a specific question. We
stand behind the numbers, but make no conclusions or
recommendations pertaining to a different study question.�

Pause before you present
It pays to create a draft, or outline of your data story and
use it for talking points. Circulate it within the organization
and to its technical advisors. Make sure that all relevant
parties in the organization have an opportunity to provide
feedback. Then, circulate a revised version to those who will
be making your organization�s presentations. Discuss it with
them and make sure that they understand what they should
and should not say. You now have a focused message. Now
it�s time to figure out the best way to spread it.

Opportunities
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The next step is to decide who you want to reach. There
should already be an idea based on the work performed in
the study design and data interpretation phase of your
program. Now�s a good time to review those initial choices.

This is the media age, where everything is splashed across
newspapers and the evening news. Perhaps that�s the
reason why a first instinct in any outreach effort is to tell the
world about its findings. This isn�t necessarily the best
choice�some situations can be handled by quiet communi-
cations between a small number of parties. For example, a
broken sewer line or a fallen silt fence may get an immediate
fix by bringing evidence directly to the responsible party
without a lot of publicity. In other cases, the whole world
should know, such as when your organization is trying to
build community-wide understanding of nonpoint source
pollution. This is also a good backup strategy if no action is
being taken on your silt fence and sewer information.
Before you start spreading the word, think about how wide
a communication net should be cast and whenever possible,
take the direct route as a first option. The whole world can
hear about the success story later.

Many monitoring groups tend to rely heavily on sending
data to state and federal agencies while ignoring important
local audiences including their own volunteers, developers,
and town officials. The best chance of making a direct,
immediate impact on human activities may be closer to
home. Larger government agencies, when they accept
volunteer data, may only add it to the mix with other data
and use it as a small piece in assessing trends or in compos-
ing a big picture of overall water quality. The direct impact
on the watershed may be a small one. While this is a valu-
able use of volunteer data, it is not the only, and not neces-
sarily the most rewarding one.

Unless your budget is a lot larger than most small or volun-
teer monitoring programs, you won�t be able to reach
everyone. On whom should you concentrate? Here are
some questions that may help provide answers:
n How important are these people to the issue? Are they

the �movers and shakers,� or less-involved characters?
This can depend on the issue as well as those involved,
also known as �stakeholders.� Sometimes, the chain of
authority is clear and direct. For instance, a Conserva-
tion Commission reviews an application for a near-shore
development. In others, the impact is less direct or

Targeting
audiences
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immediate such as when you attempt to influence
landowners� lawn-care practices. Each landowner may
only have a small impact, but in the aggregate, the effect
on the watershed is large. There are many situations in
between: you may target business groups such as auto
repair shops that may or may not dump oil and grease
down drains. There are also �backup� decision-makers:
those to whom you turn if your primary audience is
recalcitrant, (e.g. you get the state agency to overrule a
bad Conservation Commission decision).

n Do they need your information? Will it change their
minds? Maybe they already have enough data on a
situation or are already doing the right thing. If so, try
redirecting your outreach efforts to other decision-
makers who still need convincing.

n What do they need besides information? Efforts some-
times have to be focused on education or persuading
people to take the right course. Generally, you decide
who to target first, then decide how to approach them.
Consider the how a bit now though, to get an idea of
how much effort you should devote to a potential data
user.

n How can they be reached? Is your relationship with
them friendly, or adversarial? This is another strategy
consideration once a target audience is selected, but it�s
also a consideration in whether to go after them at all.
Tip: If an audience is hard to reach, consider working
through an intermediary.  For example, farmers and
Conservation Districts (CDs) work together a lot. Try
approaching the CD to arrange a meeting with the local
farmers to discuss their fertilization practices.

Consider the prospective audiences from several different
angles and then decide if they should be targeted. A list of
different types of audiences is found in the Appendix. See if
these might be part of your target audience. Draft your own
list of potential data users. Initially, concentrate on two
categories: the audience and why they may be important on an
issue. As you build your list, be specific: identify agencies,
businesses, and organizations in the watershed who might
need attention. The next step is to prioritize the list. Famil-
iarity with the players is the most important part of this
step. Often, the key individuals within an organization or
business make the difference on whether you approach
them�and how! Their knowledge and interest in the issues
may have a major influence on how their organization
relates to yours or to the issue you�re dealing with.

Make a list,
check it twice
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This process is more than a simple numeric ordering of the
first, second, and third most important audiences, and then
going after each one until the desired response is achieved.
Other factors, like degree of difficulty and similarities
among audiences must also be considered. If your primary
audience is intractable, try bypassing them for the moment
and focus on less influential, but more approachable data
users. Or, you may find that your first and fourth priorities
have much in common. In this case, devise an outreach
campaign for the first audience that includes material for
the fourth with little extra effort. This way, you give them
attention that you might not otherwise afford.

Now that you�ve decided with whom you want to share
your data, think about the audience and finding the best
way to communicate with them. Before people can make
good decisions that protect or restore a watershed, they
must pass six checkpoints of knowledge. Those making
decisions must know:
1.   A little watershed ecology: how a watershed or water body

functions;
2.   The condition of the subject water body or watershed;
3.   What causes current conditions;
4.   The sources of any pollution or related problems;
5.   The consequences: how conditions affect things that

people care about: the economy, fishing or swimming,
etc.;

6.   Solutions: steps that can be taken to improve or maintain
conditions.

Case study illustrating an example of the six checkpoints
of knowledge:

Problem: Urban runoff is polluting the Green River result-
ing in high bacteria and turbidity levels.
Knowledge needed to stimulate action:
1.   Watershed ecology: most precipitation ends up in the

river through direct runoff in natural and artificial
channels, overland flow, or groundwater.

2.   Condition of the river: bacteria and turbidity levels
above Greenfield are quite low, but conditions worsen
downstream of town.

3.   Cause: urban runoff is discharged directly into river. The
only current treatment is via storm drains, which are not
sufficient to remove pollution.

4.   Sources: sidewalks, roads, and parking lots throughout
Greenfield that contribute dirt and pet waste.

�Show me the data!�
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5.   Effects: poor aesthetics and loss of recreation activities
deter tourism�something the town has been trying to
promote. Residents and tourists encounter a brown river
and �no swimming� signs.

6.   What can be done: either install large detention basins,
or sweep streets, sidewalks and parking lots weekly.

Knowledge alone is not enough. The target audience must
want to make good decisions enough to overcome obstacles
of cost, inertia, self interest, etc. If you want your data to be
the catalyst for good decisions, you first have to get their
attention. Then, you have to tell a story that emphasizes
your significant findings, is easily understood, and puts
them in a frame of mind to act positively.

The purpose of your data is to inform people of conditions.
The same data can be spiced up in ways that educate them
on how conditions occurred and the consequent effect on
our enjoyment of the resource. If they�re still unmoved,
employ a few more strategies to persuade them to do some-
thing about it. Not all conversations have to be infused with
all three elements, but a good understanding of when to
emphasize each type of communication can enhance your
effectiveness.

Inform: There is a subtle but significant difference between
data and information. Webster�s Dictionary defines data as
�factual information (as measurements or statistics) used as
a basis for reasoning, discussion, or calculation.� Informa-
tion is �the communication or reception of knowledge or
intelligence.� If you want people to act intelligently, you
must give them information. Data are just numbers, but
when presented, it is necessary to add context to convey
information and get to knowledge. For instance, 2 parts per
million dissolved oxygen has been found in the stream. That
number itself will not raise the collective eyebrows of the
watershed. Tell people that this level can�t support fish life,
and that a mile upstream of the pollution source, dissolved
oxygen values were 8 parts per million. Now they have
something to think about and work on.

Educate: What if the target audience doesn�t recognize the
significance of 10,000 fecal coliform colonies in a 100ml
sample of water?  Suppose the lake association is unaware of
how Eurasian milfoil spreads, or its impact on lake health?
In cases like these, the basic facts won�t be enough. An
educational component will need to be added.

The �IEP� package
Inform Educate

 Persuade

To better inform
n Focus on the most

significant data (the
highest and lowest
values, those that
violate standards or
disrupt the ecosys-
tem) in talks and
reports.

n Present these early in
the report.

n Isolate the extreme
values in graphical
or other compari-
sons: against a state
standard (pH violates
Mass. water quality
standards at every
site in April), or vs.
control sites or dates
(downstream of the
farm, coliforms were
100 times higher than
above).
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Here are some examples of when education is important:
n When the audience is not knowledgeable on the subject:

examples include non-scientists such as Chamber of
Commerce, reporters, etc., or �experts� whose specialty
lies elsewhere (e.g., a biologist looking at chemical data).

n When the issue is not well-known: in the early days of
acid rain, this was generally the case. A current example
is the percentage of impervious surfaces in a watershed.
Not many people know that the more impervious
surfaces in a drainage area, the less biological diversity is
found in its receiving waters. Even fewer know that the
threshold for significant damage is as low as 12% of a
watershed. What percentage of your watershed is
impervious?

n When the situation is complex: for instance, as in the
interaction between parameters, e.g. how temperature
affects dissolved oxygen, or in gauging synergistic
effects of multiple sources of nonpoint pollution.

n Any time the results are not dramatic: this may be the
biggest challenge. People are galvanized by a crisis. If
there isn�t a large, clear threat, there often isn�t any
interest. This is a particular problem with nonpoint
source pollution, because it�s often difficult to document
problems from one operation or one site. A complemen-
tary education campaign that shows the link between
individual and cumulative impacts can be invaluable.

Persuade people to do the right thing. Even when people
are aware of a pollution problem and its cause, the response
may be �So what?� There are many reasons why people
understand but don�t act. They might be weary from previ-
ous fights over the resource, the task may seem too daunt-
ing, they have other priorities, or it�s going to cost them
money. See box on next page for motivation strategies.

Find out what motivates your audience, and focus efforts in
those directions. It may be more than one issue and it will
vary from audience to audience.

When an audience is in need of persuasion, there are other
motivators besides intellectual and scientific arguments.
Disgust, fear, greed, pride, enthusiasm�all of these emotions
are catalysts that transform comprehension into action.
Many important decisions are made on an emotional level.
Action-oriented monitoring programs should fully put to
work for them the power of these emotions. Try:
n Going for visceral impact with the local Trout Unlimited

Data strategy

To better educate
n Cover basic watershed

ecology principles by
using slides of the
hydrologic cycle in
your talks or distribute
brochures on fish
habitat, posters on
riparian zones, etc.

n Offer background
information on
physical characteristics
of your watershed.
Circulate a copy of the
Massachusetts River
Atlas (Bickford et al,
1990). At the presenta-
tion, hang GIS (Geo-
graphic Information
System) maps showing
forest cover, popula-
tion density, etc.

n Present data and
distribute fact sheets
that describe the
indicators and how
they are important in a
healthy ecosystem.
Circulate pamphlets
that describe the effects
of nonpoint source
and other types of
pollution.
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Motivation strategies
What moves people from neutral to overdrive? While it�s different

for everyone, there are some common strategies that work well

with a number of audiences and issues. Take time to consider how

each of these match your situation�you�ll probably get a lot more

mileage out of your data.
n Crisis: This negative form of motivation is commonly consid-

ered to be a sure-fire tool. When you uncover something

seriously wrong, you can expect a packed house with a well-

timed press conference. When appropriate, appeal to people�s

fears, anger, or horror. Sound the alarm over Milfoil overrun-

ning the pond and eliminating swimming as we know it.
n Enthusiasm: Good news and grand visions also get results

with many people. People get excited when they find some-

thing is good. They want to hold on to it, and make it even

better. Enthusiasm will pull people together�from planting

salmon fry in a recovering river to securing funds for conser-

vation easements on shoreline properties.n Guilt/Public image: Everyone wants to be loved. You can use

the specter of both positive and negative publicity to persuade

folks to do the right thing. While you�re in a meeting with a

polluter, point out that they will become heroes by voluntarily

leading the cleanup. Help them by including in news accounts

the problem and their role in the solution. By giving them

good press, you increase the chances that they�ll stick with the

project.

n Self interest: The bottom line. This is the best of all, because it

gives you the strongest, most enduring allies. If you can show

how your recommendations will make life more economical

for businesses, increase fishing opportunities for angling

groups, and boost tourism for towns, you may raise action to a

new level.
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chapter by showing slides of dead fish alongside low
dissolved oxygen data, suggesting the ghost of fishing
yet to come.

n Announcing, in a press release, high bacteria levels
(include a snapshot of kids swimming or have a few kids
testify at a public meeting about their swimming experi-
ences�and skin rashes).

n Talking �dollars and sense� to a Chamber of Commerce
by distributing data on tourism and its relation to clean
water. In some areas, it may be difficult to generate data
like this. A simpler alternative is to use existing economic
studies�even those that cover other areas. In Minnesota,
for example, the real estate industry is always interested
in the release of the annual report on water transpar-
ency because they know that lakes with the clearest
water command the highest lakefront property prices. A
study in Maine revealed that for every additional meter
of water clarity, lakefront property values increase by
several thousand dollars. Neither of these reports con-
tain �your� information, but they can help your Secchi
data to inspire people to work on improving water
clarity.

n Using contrasts�such as good and bad, ugly and beauti-
ful. Show the tragic dead fish picture next to an idyllic
one of an angler playing a fish. Follow the swimming
photo with one of visible pollution. Shots of wastewater
or sediment plumes entering a clear stream are always
powerful. Display before and after, upstream and down-
stream graphs that show marked changes in pollution
levels.

When trying to connect with audiences, consider their
comfort with different styles of communication. How much
time are you going to have with them? Are they willing to
read technical reports? Do they love maps or fear them?
Can their interest be better captured with pictures? Are
your charts easy to understand? Chapters 3-7 illustrate how
different media, such as videos, slides, publications, and
flyers, fit with different audiences and situations. There is
also an audience matrix in the Appendix that offers further
information. If you put together a �data presentation
toolkit� with different versions of your findings such as a
report, a poster exhibit, and a slide show, it should be easy
to meet varying audience expectations.

Audience
preferences
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There are many ways to identify your target interest and
capture their attention. One simple strategy to get your data
to more willing listeners is advertise it! Compile a list of
available data, annotated with information on what years
you monitored, your study questions, parameters moni-
tored, quality control measures taken, etc. Mail the list to
local Conservation Commissions, Planning Commissions,
other relevant agencies, and newspapers. You may find
there�s a market for your data that you didn�t know existed.
This strategy also helps organize data. Many groups that
have conducted multiple studies under different
leaderships do not even know what they have�let alone
know where to find it!

When�s a good time to plan for data presentation? Many
groups wait until the sampling season is over before they
start thinking about how they want to share their results. At
virtually every phase of a program or sampling season,
there are some actions that can be taken that prepare you to
present. Here are some opportunities and tasks to consider:

1.  Start at the very beginning: in the program planning
phase. At this point, issues are articulated, questions are
raised and explored, audiences with whom you will address
issues are considered. Assume that you will make some
recommendations, even though you can�t know what
they�ll be yet. The point is, plan early. Program elements
that will affect data presentation include:
n Survey type: for some surveys, it�s best to wait until the

data have been interpreted before you report. Other
surveys, such as weekly monitoring of a swimming hole,
might benefit from regular reports appearing in the local
paper or on a sign at the swimming beach. If it�s the
latter, organize your reporting system and test it before
monitoring begins.

n Deadlines: are there any specific events (a town meeting,
an environmental fair, a permit renewal hearing) where
decisions are made about the issue, or which provide
good outreach opportunities? When will they take
place? Think backwards to determine a realistic timeline
for getting everything (and everybody) coordinated
such as data graphs, photos, data interpretation ses-
sions, volunteers� schedules, press deadlines, etc.

n Budget: what kinds of products will be created? Report?
Slide show? Poster? Decide which are appropriate and
then estimate the costs associated with each, including
staff time. Compare this with the schedule for events at

Timing is
everything!

Don�t keep it
a secret

Cast your audience net!
Have you reached out
to commercial fisher-
men, riverfront restau-
rants and other latent
allies? They should be
high on your list.
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which you plan to present. Are there enough hours in
the week? Sufficient funding?

n Expertise: what kind of expertise is necessary to pull off
an event or make a product? Does someone in the
organization have this skill? If not, is there time to learn
it? Should assistance be recruited? It�s often most effi-
cient to find members of your organization or commu-
nity who might be willing to contribute their skills and
experience. Attracting new blood also helps circumvent
the problem of burnout. Many groups have three or
four people doing everything from bottle washing and
bug sorting to cutting and pasting data graphs. Mean-
while, there are probably dozens of people in your
watershed with interests and skills in photography,
video, graphics, computer software, and other commu-
nication technologies. They can�t help until they�re
asked. While others are sampling, these new volunteers
could be taking photographs of runoff and other photo-
genic pollution or developing and testing spreadsheets.
All of this work will help avoid disastrous delays. Re-
member, old news isn�t news. If it takes until March to
alert the public of the damage caused by the August
drought, a golden opportunity is missed.

n The audience within: consider how your monitoring
program interacts with other parts of the organization
such as fundraising, member development, greenway
program, and newsletters. If yours is more than a one-
or two-person organization, consult with others in-
volved in the other work of the group. What activities
are they planning that might benefit from your data?
What deadlines do they have? Can they help you de-
velop a product? There may be some talent right in the
organization that is being ignored. Discuss with your
organization�s board and staff ways to make sure every-
one who ought to be in the loop is involved in preparing
the presentation.

2.   During the course of a survey or sampling season:
there isn�t as much planning required at this stage if
background work has been completed. Make sure the
preparations are going on schedule. Take photos of sites
and samplers and have the software purchased and
tested. Be on the alert for unexpected results such as fish
kills and extreme levels of coliforms that need immediate
attention or are newsworthy. If this happens, be pre-
pared to move fast with press releases and email alerts.
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3.   After the sampling season: Now is the time to review
earlier presentation plans and sharpen their focus.
Identify the messages such as �the river�s really un-
healthy�don�t go near the water� or �the lake has a
healthy fish population which must be protected� or
�plants are choking the lake, action is needed now!� Will
you recommend any specific actions you want taken
(e.g. post signs, pass a bill)? Do your newly refined
messages still match your targeted audiences? Do your
planned delivery strategies (slide shows, newspaper
stories, etc.) still make sense? If there are any changes
from your earlier plans, be sure to adjust the schedule
and strategy accordingly.

The whole preparation�from honing a message to selecting
target audiences and figuring out what makes them tick to
choosing the right communication media�leads to the point
of delivery: presenting a report, mailing an article, giving a
talk, or running an exhibit. Each of these separate audience
interfaces should have a clear objective. Before sending out
a newsletter or a press release or presenting testimony
before a board of health: ask yourself, �What do I want to
accomplish with this particular effort? Am I trying to plant a
seed to raise initial concern about the problem we�ve been
monitoring? Am I trying to close the sale such as attempting
to get a bylaw passed, a permit amended, a violation ad-
dressed immediately?� It�s easy to make mistakes in either
direction: by expecting too much of a particular pitch, or by
not asking enough of your audience. Try to figure out
where decision makers stand and tailor the presentation
strategy accordingly.

When an issue is new or poorly understood, proceed
slowly�start by getting people to think about it. One-way
broadcast media, like a newspaper story or a short monitor-
ing report delivered through the mail, are good for planting
seeds, but they probably won�t have enough staying power
to change opinions overnight. Don�t rely on them as the
sole means of stimulating action. Build upon them with
additional and diverse outreach efforts. Follow-up news
stories and mailings are good�repetition will help the
message seep into the public�s consciousness. Other, more
interactive delivery strategies that impart background
educational and persuasive content can help the transition
from sowing seeds to stimulating action.

Plant a seed or
close the sale?
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When a firm decision is the desired outcome, the best
choice is often person-to-person communication such as
public testimony before an agency or a face-to-face meeting
with a company that is discharging pollutants. People need
a chance to dissect the facts, ask questions and weigh
options before they are willing to commit to a course of
action. Direct meetings are a good way to give them that
opportunity and let them challenge your data or debate the
question of what it all means. On the other hand, a public
or private meeting is not always the best first option. If
aggressive action is recommended on a problem that they
first heard about 15 minutes ago in your talk, you are likely
to get turned down. Sometimes it is best to move slowly
with decision-makers by providing them with information
over time and letting them digest it so that they are familiar
with a problem. They will then be ready to discuss solutions
and perhaps take action.

It pays to put some variety into data presentations. Just as
you blended information, education, and persuasion in
your message, be strategic with the timing, format, and
venue of your presentations. Give people a chance to get up
to speed on an issue and to approach it from different
directions. Clearly state the recommendations that were
developed in the data interpretation process or offer them
as draft suggestions and use interactive sessions to let
watershed residents and decision-makers add their own.
This helps people acquire ownership in their good ideas.
Once recommendations have been discussed, challenge the
audience to act on them immediately. Be prepared with
supplementary information about grant opportunities or
agency programs that can help move recommendations
from ideas to implementation�without excessive delay.
Anything you can do to remove or reduce impediments to
action�eliminating a research step or knowing the price tag
of a solution�will make an action more likely to be imple-
mented.

Spend a little time planning before a presentation. Connect
the dots between what you want to say, who you want to
talk to, how to reach them, and what media to use to stimu-
late them.

The following chapters contain information on which media
are suited for different purposes. They include examples of
print, graphics, and other communication tools.

In conclusion
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Chapter 3 Graphics
and Other Visual Tools

When to use
graphics

A story about your watershed, while compelling, must
compete for attention with the likes of USA Today, MTV, and
the World Wide Web. Graphics are one way to draw atten-
tion to the words and numbers that tell your story.

This section offers some basic tips on graphic presentations,
discusses different uses of visual materials for particular
audiences and data types, and provides relative cost infor-
mation.

Graphics should be used as often as possible. In addition to
their value as attention getters, graphics help people see
what�s going on. The simplest way to present data may be
to display rows of raw numbers, perhaps with a narrative
description thrown in for good measure. This is simpler for
the author, but not for the audience. Graphics enable the
audience to quickly catch trends that occur and grasp the
significance of any unusual values. In most cases, figures
and summaries will reveal these better than a forest of
specific values. Charts reveal trends and relationships,
photographs and maps record natural appearances, and
diagrams (e.g. hydrologic cycle or food web) explain natural
processes. Graphics have their place in all the presentation
methods discussed in this manual, from reports to videos.

There are several commonly used graphic techniques to
choose from: maps, charts, photos, tables, graphs, and
drawings. All convey information, but some are better than
others in certain situations. What kinds of graphics match
the story you are trying to tell? Some attributes of the
different graphic types are described in the following pages.

n When to use graphics
n Maps
n Charts
n What makes a good
     graphic?
n Scale considerations
n Tailor graphics to
audience and venue
n Photographs
n Slides and overheads
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Maps Every presentation should include a map. Maps help bring
sampling results into people�s lives by linking the location of
sampling sites or of pollution problems to their homes,
businesses and recreation spots. Those in your audience
who are not familiar with your study will be grateful for a
quick orientation.

Different maps for different folks
There�s a map for every audience and every occasion.
Commonly used maps are described below:
n Topographic maps show the natural lay of the land:
features such as forests, buildings, roads, rivers, and gravel
pits, as well as the topography (the elevation of the land)
depicted by brown concentric lines. They contain a lot of
detail, but the largest scale (greatest detail) is 1:24,000 (1� on
the map represents 2000 feet or 600 meters) so they are not
well suited for inclusion in reports or in slides (unless
enlarged with a copier). They are very helpful in a large
exhibit, or tacked to the wall during a presentation. Topo!
software, discussed on page 3-7, allows increased flexibility
in using topographic maps.
n Geographic Information System (GIS) maps are computer-
generated. They can show any combination of features such
as land use, hydrology, roads, protected land, even demo-
graphics. Because these are digital maps, they are easily
manipulated; colors, symbols, scales and combinations of
data layers can be changed at will.
n Aerial photographs can be used as maps, when the fea-
tures you want to show are not visible on other maps. For
example, wetlands, or new housing developments are easy
to spot on large aerial photos.
n Highway or Street Atlas maps, such as those published by
the Official Arrow company, show roads in much more
detail than topos. They can show the precise location of a
sampling site or pollution source to an audience who is
more familiar with roads than with natural landmarks.
These maps have an added advantage of (usually) not being
very �busy�; there�s often room to add additional informa-
tion, such as an inset photo, data graph, or drawn in feature
(e.g. canoe launch, pollution plume, etc.).
n Bathymetric maps show the relief on the bottom of lakes.
They are useful to find–and show–the deepest or shallowest
parts of  a lake or pond, and can be used as base maps to
display plant survey results.
n  Hand-drawn maps require at least a third grade art educa-
tion and production tools ranging from Microsoft Paint to
Crayolas, but provide more flexibility in content and scale.

Aerial Photograph

GIS Map

Topographic Map
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A map tells your story
The information, education, and persuasion value of your
maps can be enhanced by the strategic addition of various
features to a base map:
n For a local audience such as a watershed association, the
map should include familiar landmarks such as schools,
churches, and streets.
n Contour lines are necessary when erosion and sedimenta-
tion are a concern, but may make a map look cluttered.
n Overlays help reduce clutter when several map features,
such as topography, hydrology, land use, and sampling site
locations are desired. Each feature can be shown on a
separate overlay, or map layer. Overlays work well with
transparencies; with other media, solid copies of each map
can be displayed near each other.
n Data can be represented on a map. For example, distinc-
tive color codes can accentuate differences in type and
severity of pollution found in different stream reaches, or
can highlight lake areas infested with excessive or exotic
plant growth. Symbols can be sketched for different plants
on a large scale base map of a lake or river. Another way to
highlight significant findings on a map is to use differently
colored or sized symbols: larger or garishly colored means
more pollution. See Example 3-4 for other �value-added�
map techniques.

Bathymetric Map

Graphics tips:
n When formatting charts and graphs, remember that

8% of the US population is color blind: when color-
    coding results, don�t use both red and green on the
    same graphic. Or use shapes or symbols in addition
    to color.
n Whether you use color, shading, or patterns, be sure

that an easy-to-understand data key is included or
that data is clearly labeled.

n If a printed report contains color graphics, check
    that the colors are still distinguishable when the
    report is photocopied in black and white.
n Keep type styles to a minimum. Sans serif fonts
    such as �Arial� work best for numbers and data, serif

fonts such as �Garamond� are better for larger text
boxes.

n When comparing data, be consistent�don�t mix pie
charts with bar graphs.
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Example 3-2:
This map shows the
location of emergent
vegetation: single
�E�s show single
patches, while shaded
areas show dense
patches. This is for
reports where cost
mandates the use of
black and white. For
an exhibit or a live
presentation, the
addition of color
would make the map
more appealing.

Map for a local audience    Map for an �outsider� audience
Example 3-1: the same map labeled differently for a local and an outsider audience.
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Some examples of map uses:
Maps are useful in newspaper articles, as shown in Example
3-3, which shows bacteria at various sites, with the site
number framed differently depending on whether swim-
ming standards were violated.

Example 3-3: Map used in newspaper. (From River Watch Network)

Example 3-4: Hand-drawn map with universal symbols.

Tip
For general audiences,
don�t use code names in
figures, use English:
South Cove, Behind
Stop&Shop are much
more meaningful than
USS001, USS002.

good
fair
poor
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Example 3-4 shows the same results, but even more graphi-
cally, using universally recognized symbols to convey the
information. The map was hand-drawn, yet it is neat and
clear. Other alternatives might include a �fuel gauge� at each
site, with the bad range on the �empty� side, medium in the
middle, and good range on the �full� side, with the results
for that site represented by an arrow pointing to one of the
three ranges, or a traffic light with either the top �danger,�
middle �caution,� or bottom �OK� light on at each site.

Maps are also good �ice-breaker� props in a meeting or on a
poster used at a festival: have a map of local watersheds
superimposed on a road or street map, and have people
identify their �watershed address.� Or have them trace the
flow of water from the watershed boundary to their homes,
then downstream. Or have them put colored dots on the
map to represent areas they consider valuable (e.g. fishing or
swimming holes) or threatened by pollution.

Data can also make a big impact when shown on consecu-
tive maps in an oral presentation. For example, GIS maps
were developed for the Charles River to show the water
quality in dry, moderate, and wet weather conditions. River
segments were color-coded to show whether they met
Standards. There were three maps: on the Dry Weather
map, most of the segments were blue  (meets swimmable/
fishable criteria); on the Moderate Weather map, the seg-
ments were mostly purple (meets swimmable/fishable
criteria sporadically); and on the Wet Weather map, 99% of
the river was colored red (violates swimmable/fishable
criteria). See a similar example in Chapter 8: 8-11.

Where to Obtain Maps
Topographic maps are available at bookstores and outdoor
shops for about $5. A new product, called Topo!, contains
topo maps on computer. With Topo!, you can view maps in
different scales, draw on them, obtain additional topo-
graphic information (like stream mileage or a contour
profile) and print them out. Topo! is commercially available
and can be purchased from the Earth Science Information
Office listed next page.

Without Geographic Information System (GIS) capabilities,
getting a fancy  computerized map printed can be expen-
sive. For Massachusetts maps, try MassGIS in Boston at (617)
727-5227. Most towns or cities that have a planning depart-
ment also have GIS mapping capability and can provide
maps for a fee (around $75).

Clip art
Symbols such as these from
Microsoft Word or Pub-
lisher collections, (except
the fuel gauge which was
drawn in Paint) can be used
to illustrate data results in
maps for lay audiences:
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Charts Charts are an effective way to summarize and show values
in a clear, succinct visual format. Charts allow the eye to
capture large amounts of information and see trends clearly.
They are used in almost any kind of presentation, but again,
different charts work better for different kinds of informa-
tion. Fortunately, with computers, changing from one type
to another is relatively easy.

 Example 3-5: Basic rules for legible graphs.

To obtain detailed maps or aerial photographs that
include soil and wetland features, contact the Earth Science
Information Office at UMass at (413)545-0359 or visit
www.umass.edu/tei/esio.

Bathymetric maps for almost all lakes and ponds in Massa-
chusetts can be found in publications from the UMass Water
Resources Research Center: Inventory of the Ponds, Lakes,
and Reservoirs of Massachusetts (1972, by County).

label all axes, including units

pH and ANC, Apr. 19, 1998

5.5

6

6.5

7

1 2 3 4 5 6

Site

pH

water quality standard

use short but clear title

no more than 2
parameters

legend
necessary
when
more
than 1
parameter

provide
context with
reference to
standards

For basic instructions on
making graphs with com-
puter software, see
MassWWP�s Data Mana-
gement Manual.
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Simple two-axis line graphs, bar graphs, and pie charts are
all effective ways to illustrate your results.

Line graphs
This type of chart is good to show trends, for example pH
over time, or water level over time. Other uses for line
graphs include charting a parameter from upstream to
downstream.

Bar Graphs
This type of chart is good to compare or contrast discrete
values at different times or different locations�as opposed
to implying a continuous trend. Bars, also called histo-
grams, are more suitable than line graphs when showing
only a few data points.

Example 3-7 uses inverted histograms to compare Secchi
disk levels at several lakes. To get this downward effect,
enter depth values as negative numbers in the data table.
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Water Transparency, 1999
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Example 3-7: In this bar graph, the y-axis scale shows
negative values to depict depth under water.

Total Phosphorus 1999

Upper Pond

Crystal Lake

Cedar Pond

Res. # 2

Round Pond

0 10 20 30 40 50

Long Pond

Res. # 1

Mill Pond

Big Lake

Low er Pond

Green Lake

TP (µg/l)

Example 3-8: The independent variable is traditionally placed on
the x-axis, but if it has many points with long labels, it is better to
place it on the y-axis as shown here, for better legibility.

If bar labels get cramped, the graph can be horizontally
oriented, as shown in Example 3-8:

Stacked bars allow you to show how composition of a
whole changes over time (or from site to site). Stacked bars
might be useful for comparing invertebrate percentages
over a single season, from year to year, or from upstream to
down. See the discussion below under pie charts.

Tip
When the labels don�t
appear where you want
them, use the �show
labels� command for that
axis to move them indi-
vidually. (All graphs in this
section were produced
with Microsoft Excel.)
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Three-dimensional bar graphs
Three-dimensional graphs may make it hard to read exact
values off of the axes. There are some instances, however,
when it is necessary to show two relationships at once, such
as bacteria over time as well as over space. The angle of the
bars should not hide the data in the back row. In Example
3-9 it�s easy to see that Site 5 is always low.

Example 3-9: A successful
3-D bar chart. (Kerr, 1995)

Pie Charts
This type of chart is effective to show the distribution of the
parts of a whole: for example, the percentages of pollution
contributed by different sources, or the composition of bug
or plant species in a sample.

Example 3-10: A pie chart is an effective way to show percentages. (From River Watch Network)

Tip for Pie Charts
If you have many small
percentages, your pie
chart may get cluttered.
Try grouping the small
values together as an
�other� slice. Be sure to
identify the composi-
tion of the �other� slice
elsewhere if you are
presenting to a techni-
cal audience.
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Pie charts are easier to read than stacked bars, but to com-
pare how percentage compositions change among samples,
stacked bars can be linked as in Example 3-11.

Example 3-11: Linked stacked bars highlight the change in bug
composition between sites.

Combination
Sometimes a combination of charts is useful, such as when
one parameter is highly dependent on another, but is
emphasized more than the other. For example, use bar
charts of dissolved oxygen levels with a background line of
temperature, or bars of rainfall against a line for flow.
Example 3-5 is a combination graph of pH and Acid Neu-
tralizing Capacity (ANC).

What makes a
good graphic?

�When a graph is constructed, quantitative and categorical
information is coded, chiefly through position, size, symbols,
and color. When a person looks at a graph, the information
is visually decoded by the person�s visual system. A graphical
method is successful only if the decoding process is effec-
tive. No matter how clever and how technologically impres-
sive the encoding, it is a failure if the decoding process is a
failure.� (The Elements of Graphing Data, Cleveland, 1985.)
The following characteristics are all important in coding and
decoding information:

Graphic Tips
n Lettering:  Simple, legible �sans serif � fonts (without
strokes) such as Arial work better than busy fonts like
desdemona or Minstrel.
n Use fonts at least 18pt in size for slides and overheads.
n Amount: in general, less is better than more: use as few
words as possible. In tables, more than three columns and
rows is usually too much for a projected graphic.
n Orientation: keep the writing horizontal if possible.
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n   Simplicity: keep graphics simple, especially in slides and
overheads, or the audience will be distracted. Display
one concept per graphic, but don�t oversimplify and
mask the results.

n   Clarity: label axes, use a title, and use a legend in reports
      (see Example 3-5).
n   Color: use clearly different colors or patterns for your
      variables, but don�t overstimulate your audience with a
      rainbow of colors. This will only distract their attention
      away from your message.

 Although it�s OK to exaggerate scales to show differences
(for example elevation vs. distance), it is dishonest to distort
the scale to make your results look  more significant than
they are.

Sometimes, however, it is a good idea to alter the scale of the
vertical axis. Since natural waters� pH values usually stay
within the 3-8 unit range, it is better to start the y-axis at 4
and end at 8, rather than depict the whole pH range of 0-14
because that range will mask (compress) significant differ-
ences in results.

Example 3-12: The graph at left gives the mistaken impression that the results are similar
among sites. The chart on the right, displaying a narrower y-axis scale, more accurately
conveys a significant difference between sites.

There are other times when altering the scale can mislead
the audience on the significance of  difference between
results. Take this case, which measures total phosphorus
levels in a stream above, at, and below a farm. The values
recorded are (in µg/l or parts per billion):

above 27
farm 30
below 33
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               Scale
considerations
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Example 3-13: Changing the scale to dramatize insignificant differences is not
recommended.

For an impact study of this nature, it is highly unlikely that
these are significant differences. A reasonable conclusion
would be that the farm does not have a meaningful impact
on stream phosphorus levels. The example below shows two
ways of graphing these results. The left chart, with a scale
from 0 to 50, shows three bars of about the same height,
indicating little change as we move downstream past the
farm. On the right chart, the scale has been enlarged so that
the same data now look dramatically different, misleading
the audience into thinking the farm is a real problem.
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Another common scale problem occurs when trying to
display widely varying values, as is often the case with fecal
coliform and other bacteria. Consider this case, where the
following results were obtained (in fecal coliform units / 100
ml of sample):

Site#   1   2   3    4   5   6

Fec. 103 210 300 5000 262 189

How do you display this information? It depends on what
your objectives are. If you want to show that Site 4 vastly
exceeded all others, Chart 1 makes the case dramatically.
However, this style depresses the other values, making them
all seem insignificant. People might think that the water at
these sites is exceptionally clean. You might want to use a
logarithmic scale, which visually exaggerates low numbers
and diminishes high numbers by giving each order of
magnitude (e.g. 1-10, 10 -100, 100 - 1000, etc.) equal height.
In other words, the bar segment from 1-10 is just as long as
the bar segment from 1000 to 10,000. The result, seen in
Chart 2, suggests that there are notable pollution levels
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at all sites. However, they all look fairly close together, and
you�ve lost the visual punch of the 5000 colonies found at
Site 4. Another way to tackle this might be to set a low y-axis
range (as in Chart 3), which will cut off the high value. Note
that the high value is listed atop the bar, and that the bar
has no top line on it. This suggests that the pollution levels
are literally �off the charts,� and restores some of the shock
value of the first chart. With this method, you are still free
to point out the differences between the other sites.  You
might, for instance, draw a line across the 200 value, which
is sometimes used as a swimming standard, and discuss
how three of the sites exceeded it, one approached it, and
one site stayed well below it.

Example 3-14: Chart 1 uses a normal scale, which dwarfs all values but the high one.
Chart 2 uses a logarithmic scale, which amplifies lower values, but visually diminishes
the high value. Chart 3 compromises by allowing the high value to exceed the chart�s
limits.

Chart 2 Chart 3
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Charts and graphs�in moderation�are useful for most audi-
ences (leave them behind when you give a talk to the
elementary school). But design them to match the
audience�s technical knowledge. A scientific audience can
understand more complex line graphs, while a general
audience probably understands simplified bar charts or pie
charts more readily. This doesn�t mean you shouldn�t use a
bar chart for a technical audience�sometimes that�s just the
thing. Rather, think of how you can best get your message
across. For example, the chart below, called a �Box and
Whisker Plot� presents a lot of information: the top of the
box represents the 75th percentile�meaning that 75% of the
data for that date fall below that line. The bottom of the box
represents the 25% percentile. The dot is the median (half
the samples on that date were greater than this value, half
were lower). The top of the vertical line is the maximum
value recorded and the bottom of the lower line or whisker
is the minimum value. Scientists love Box and Whisker Plots
because they convey a lot of info quickly. But if you have to
spend a lot of time explaining the chart to the audience,
you�ve lost their attention. Better to sacrifice some detail for
clarity, and stick with a simpler chart style.

Example 3-15:
For a scientific audience, you can use a Whisker and Box Plot such as
the one above, which was produced with an Excel spreadsheet. (Select
the �stock� chart type and pick the �open-high-low-close� sub-type.)

  Tailor graphics
       to audience
         and venue
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Whenever possible, use graphics prepared specifically for
the presentation at hand. Borrowing visuals you made for
another purpose may backfire: for instance, a chart pre-
pared for a written report may appear too detailed or
complicated in a slide show. While report readers go
through your information at their own pace, you don�t
want to spend a lot of time in your oral presentation ver-
bally dissecting a slide for the audience. Therefore, pare
down the report graphic to a simpler slide, or spread the
information over several slides.

Graphics with visual appeal will attract exhibit audiences.
Instead of points on a line or rectangular histograms, jazz
up the graphic with symbols and colors. The Secchi disk
example below is one idea of modifying a histogram to
enliven a graphic.

Don�t rely entirely on graphs or charts. Add photos and
drawings (e.g. a color diagram showing functions of ripar-
ian corridors) to the poster for greater visual impact.

Example 3-16: A water transparency bar chart modified for visual
appeal.
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Production and Cost
Most database and word processing programs now include
graphics tools that allow you to make graphs and charts
from your data. Lotus 1-2-3 and Excel are two popular
spreadsheets with this capability. They all work in similar
fashion. After you�ve entered a set of data in columns and
rows, you specify which rows and columns represent a data
series. The computer translates the numerical values into
lines, bars, or pie wedges. It can even add a chart title,
legends, and data labels if you arrange your data cleverly.
But some customization will be necessary. If you are already
using computers for data storage, your major cost may be
the time you spend learning to use them  to make charts.

If you�re working without a computer, don�t despair. People
have been making great graphs long before computers were
used, and the technology survives. It is still possible to make
good charts by hand. Use graph paper with non-photo blue
lines, to aid in lining images up straight. Then  draw your
graph with dark ink and colors, so they will photocopy on
paper or transparency sheets while the blue lines will not.
Special transparency markers allow you to color in bars or
pie chart slices. Cost is probably less than $20 for materials
(pens, graph paper, transparencies for 5-10 graphs), and
time involved is probably no more than the time you�d
spend using a computerized graphing tool.

Consult the Reference section in the Appendix for guides
on producing graphics, including an issue of the Volunteer
Monitor newsletter devoted to �Managing and Presenting
your Data� (Spring 1995).

Data Strategy:
Unless you are a clone of the person who developed the
software package, you will probably encounter frustra-
tions while trying to make charts. Labels are a particular
problem; it�s often hard to place them the way you�d like.
It may be better to use old-fashioned technology, like
pasting text on a printout of your computer graph, and
then photocopying it, than to settle for unreadable com-
puter-generated labels.
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Data doesn�t only mean numbers, graphs, and maps. Algal
growth on a lake surface over the course of a couple of
months, captured in photographs, is also data. So is a
photographic record, taken from the same vantage point
each time, of the �wetted perimeter�: what part of a
streambed is or is not exposed at different river stages.
Pictures of different monitoring sites, your lake at different
times of the year, anglers with their catch�these are all
qualitative records of your watershed health or your moni-
toring project. Additionally, they can add interest as well as
information to your presentation. Remember that one
purpose of a presentation is to persuade or inspire. If you
want people to get a feel for what�s happening in the water-
shed, photos are the next best thing to �being there.� They
make the situation tangible, while numbers alone remain
vague abstractions.

When to Use and What Kind to Use
If you are using photographs to document conditions or
events, use them whenever possible. If you are using photo-
graphs to demonstrate ecological concepts, to suggest a
hypothetical cause and effect, or as an emotional catalyst,
then be a bit more circumspect. For instance, if a chemical
spill caused a fish kill, then your photos of the resulting
dead fish are an important part of the record, along with
your pH, oxygen, or other chemical results. They are appro-
priate at every venue. But consider a different situation: you
have recorded low dissolved oxygen values and you want to
warn people that prolonged exposure to these conditions
can kill trout. In this case, a stock photo of dead fish would
work well in a talk to Trout Unlimited. Press the point even
further with a couple of preceding photos of lunkers, alive
and well, waiting to be courted with a well-cast fly. But this
trick isn�t necessary in your report to the Department of
Environmental Protection. Professionals in the field know,
without your lurid reminders, that fish die when certain
water parameters cross known thresholds.

Photographs

Tip
For around 20 dollars, you
can buy no-frills cameras
that take reasonably
decent pictures. Keep one
in your car at all times,
loaded with slide film (or
print, depending on
whether you do more
slide talks or newsletters).
When you see a photo op
(cows in stream, a pollu-
tion plume or eroding
gully), you�re all set.
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Compiling a good photo library is a year-round job. When-
ever you find something noteworthy in your watershed,
snap a shot. Build a portfolio to use in your talks and exhib-
its. We�ve seen a number of creative and effective uses of
photographs in data presentations. Here�s a list of some of
our favorites:

n Start a slide talk with scenic shots of different parts of
your watershed, to give people a sense of the value of what
you are trying to protect. After you�ve drawn them
through the horrors of pollution problems you are monitor-
ing, end with another nice shot or two to remind them it�s
all worth the fight.
n In brochures and newsletters, nature photos and action
shots of volunteers at work always attract people and keep
them reading.
n Cows in the stream! For bonus points, wait around for the
cows to make a direct deposit. Always a crowd pleaser on
the dinner circuit.
n Shots of turbid streams entering clear ones. These aren�t
hard to find. Wait for the next day of heavy rain, when the
river gets really roily. Drive upstream to the first major
tributary. Snap a shot of the junction, and then follow the
dirtiest branch. Keep doing this, until you find a specific
source or two�or run out of gas or road. You may end up
with a great photographic record of how your river mud-
dies up�and locate a few restoration projects in the bargain.
It may be difficult to capture the color difference between a
clear and a turbid stream. Try taking the photos from as
directly overhead as possible; for instance, from a bridge.
n Low water conditions.
n Erosion slumps.
n Storm drains.
n Rainbow-colored oil sheens on pavement.
n Lawns, row crops, pavement, or other human
activity that encroaches on a wetland or riparian zone.
n Comparison photos; above and below a pollution
source, before and after a development, etc.
n Fishing, swimming, walking; any recreation in or
near the water.
n Sample sites and volunteer sampling action.
n Acres of aquatic plants.
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Photos can also be half-toned by your scanner for use in
printing by offset or other methods (a halftone turns a
photo into a field of dots that print with better quality).

Exhibits are another medium where you should consider
including photographs. Enlarged color prints that are
mounted on a rigid backing are a draw to passersby.

Photos are great for your Web site, if you have one. Net
surfers will linger at sites with good photos. Sprinkle pic-
tures in liberally among your text and graphs to keep
people reading. One trick to using photos with Web sites:
they take a little longer to download, so position the photos
in a way that gives the viewer some text to read while the
download occurs.

Slide shows are a natural for photographs, of course. Your
graphs and charts can be made into slides and interspersed
strategically with human interest and nature photos to help
make your point.

Photo production
The basic ingredients�the photos themselves�are easily and
inexpensively obtained. If someone in your group can take
a variety of pictures, the outlay is limited to film and devel-
oping. Transferring photos into different formats can
increase both cost and effort required.

If you have a scanner, you can scan photographs yourself
for use in printed materials. Slides require a more advanced
scanner, one that isn�t usually part of a small office. But for
a small fee, anywhere from $15 to $50, you can rent time on
equipment at a local print shop or computer center. Alter-
natively, you can pay to have scans made for you if you�re
unfamiliar with scanning equipment.

Scans of images can be saved in many different graphic
formats with names such as TIFF, EPS, PICT, and so on. For
use on the World Wide Web, JPEG and GIF are common
formats. The format you�ll want to use depends on what
software your material is being printed from and on what
quality of image you want. Check the manual that came
with your software for format compatibility with the final
product you want. Microsoft Publisher has a useful guide
on various graphic formats, or consult Web help sites such
as webmonkey.com.
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Example 3-17: Scanned photo as halftone.

Be sure to print out samples beforehand. Sometimes photos
in PICT format, for example, look good on the computer
screen but don�t print well.

Slides and
Overheads

You can turn charts, graphs, and maps into overheads with
a laser printer or photocopier and sheets of transparency
film. You can also turn them into slides for a slide show talk.
To make slides of paper materials, simply photograph them.
A tripod helps to hold the camera steady; hand-held expo-
sures usually lead to blurry slides. It�s a good idea to mount
the graphic on a black background so any border appearing
on the slide will not be obtrusive.

Tips on making overheads and slides
Overheads: This is the cheapest and easiest way to project
visuals on a screen. The advantage of using overheads
rather than slides is that it allows for better contact with
your audience: lights don�t have to be turned off  and you
can look at the visual while facing the audience. Another
advantage is that you can modify the visual as you are using
it, by adding things with a marker. You can also make them
in a hurry: all that is needed is access to a printer or photo-
copier. The transparencies can be bought in any office
supply store. Either print directly on a transparency or
photocopy a paper print onto a transparency. Make sure
you have the right transparency film for the job, though:
transparencies made for copiers will smudge with a laser
printer. You can also add color with special transparency
pens, available at art supply or office supply stores.
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In conclusion Graphics and other visual tools are the key to getting infor-
mation across in our highly visual and media-rich culture.
Whether you use them in a report, an oral presentation, or
an exhibit, graphics help your audience grasp and retain the
information you are sharing. It is a good strategy to prepare
some basic graphics of your monitoring results in different
formats, e.g., an overhead, a slide, and a photo print of the
same graph comparing pollution levels at different sites.
This will give you material to quickly adapt to a variety of
presentations when opportunities arise.

Overhead transparencies work best for graphs and charts.
Photographs can be transferred onto transparencies, but
often look grainy and don�t stand out well in a lit room.

Slides: If you take your own photos for slides, use
Ektachrome film to emphasize blue or green colors,
Kodachrome to emphasize reds and yellows. To take a slide
of a graphic off of your computer screen without special-
ized equipment, take the slides at night, turning off all room
lights. Set the exposure to 1/4 second, and f-stops to 5.6. To
be sure to have a good slide, you can bracket the f-stop
setting and try settings of 8 and 4 as well: one of the three
will be perfect!

Since the dimensions of a slide frame do not exactly match
the computer monitor, you can make a black frame  out of
construction paper to mask the monitor�s plastic frame.

Another possibility is to give your computer disk to a
developing lab that can make slides directly from them.
The cost is about $6 per slide.

Tips for legibility
Hold your artwork 6 times
its width from you. If you
can read it, it will be
readable on projection.
Maximum number of
words: 10 lines of 24
characters per line. Ideal is
6 lines with a total of 20
words.
Overheads
Prepare artwork full size:
7.5"x 9.5".
Minimum line width:
1.5 mm.
Major lines: 3 mm wide
Minimum letter height:
 3/16".
Slides
In text slides, use both
upper and lower case
letters.
Minimum lower case letter
height: 1/50 graphic
height.
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Chapter 4 Say it in Print

Printed materials include written reports, newsletters,
brochures�generally all written materials published by a
watershed group. Exhibit materials, overheads, and other
presentation materials may also include written informa-
tion, and are covered in Chapters 5 and 6. Press releases
and media materials, which are subject to outside control,
are discussed in Chapter 7.

This section looks at ways to produce formal and informal
reports that are lively as well as informative, and explores
use of data in other printed materials such as newsletters,
brochures, and flyers.

Characteristics of
the medium

There is such a variety of printed materials that it�s difficult
to specify how each is  compatible with data and story
telling, but some general points are worth remembering.
Printed materials  allow for skimming, in-depth scrutiny,
and follow-up reviews at the reader�s leisure. Reader
interest, more than time, money, or any other factor, is
probably the �limiting factor� with respect to length. As
long as the reader is kept engaged, a piece can grow as
large as is necessary to adequately describe the survey, its
findings, and recommendations.

The print medium is a rigid format, in the sense that once
it�s on the page, it doesn�t change to suit the moment or the
audience. To reach diverse audiences it may be necessary to
compromise with a one-size-fits-all piece, or to make
multiple versions of the piece. Further, it�s a one-way
communication medium. Immediate reader reaction is
unknown, there is no discussion of your findings, and no
agreement to proceed with recommendations.

n Characteristics of the
medium

n The IEP factor in print
n Scientific reports
n Informal reports
n Newsletters
n Brochures
n Flyers
n Fact sheets and
    backgrounders
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Scientific reports

The IEP factor in
print

With the above-mentioned characteristics in mind, you can
produce well-written documents that accomplish or ad-
vance many�but probably not all�of your data presentation
goals. Highlight results with easy-to-digest data summaries
that inform readers of conditions. Add explanatory narra-
tive and diagrams that educate on watershed ecology or
how pollution gets from source A to pond B. By including
compelling arguments, revealing photographs, and con-
vincing conclusions, persuade readers to take particular
actions.

Two-way communication is usually needed to convince an
audience: it�s risky to trust such a big job to a printed
solicitation, no matter how well crafted. If persuasion is a
goal of printed materials, use them to make your convinc-
ing arguments. But also plan to use other forms of commu-
nication that involve some direct contact.

The most formal and exacting means of communicating
data, the written report is highly recommended as the
cornerstone of a data presentation strategy. The report is a
comprehensive documentation of a watershed survey and
monitoring results. It provides a written record for people
who have questions about any aspect of the survey.

Depending on your target audience, you may want to
produce a scientific manuscript, or a less formal report�or
both. Professionals and scientists traditionally present data
in scientific reports. They follow a fairly standard and
rigorous format that provides documentation of the study
question, methods, results, findings, and conclusions. The
assumption is that with all this information, knowledgeable
readers (i.e., scientific peers) can judge for themselves if the
study was conducted according to appropriate scientific
methods, if the results are trustworthy, and the conclusions
reasonable. To meet this verification objective, scientific
reports are typically written in a different style than less
formal pieces.

Format
A formal report contains several sections, in the following
order: abstract, introduction, methods, results, and conclu-
sions. Appendices and reference sections may contain raw
data or other pertinent information. On the opposite page
are some noteworthy points for the different sections:

For detailed guidance
on writing scientific
reports, see the Long
Island Sound Task
Force�s Data to Action
Handbook, listed in the
Reference section.
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Keep in mind these three audience characteristics when
writing a scientific report; the audience is:
1. Knowledgeable: the primary audience is probably a
scientist or government official, someone who will
have some familiarity with the science behind the
issue. There�s less of a need to explain, for instance, how
nutrient loading can disrupt an aquatic system.
2. Neutral: conclusions and recommendations should be
conservative and cautious. Readers should be informed,
not antagonized. An organization may take aggressive
positions on water quality issues, but the monitoring pro-
gram should maintain a reputation for integrity and objec-
tivity. Reports should be thoroughly edited for inappropri-
ate rhetoric.
3. Busy: even knowledgeable readers who know what
they�re looking for don�t like to wade through long lists of
numbers for the important points. Graphs and statistical
summaries should represent the data. Raw data should be
included in the appendices, if space allows.

Ways to Show Data
Text and figures should be complementary. It should not be
left to the reader to notice trends or outliers in a graph.
Use the narrative to point out things you want the reader
to notice. Graphs should include simple captions, pointing
out important results.

Writing tips
n Keep your style simple

and straightforward.
n Discuss a single topic

per paragraph.
n Use simple forms of

expression instead of
technical jargon.

n Describe results in the
text as well as in tables
or graphs.

Example of Language to Use in Scientific Reports
Recommended:     Not Recommended:
�The data appear to indicate     �The farm is choking the
elevated nutrient levels.�     waterway with excessive

    nutrients.�

�Nutrients may be coming      �Farm runoff is clearly
from...�      causing algae blooms.�

�Coincident algae blooms      �Farm X is polluting the
suggest possible connection.�     river.�
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Adding this caption would help the reader: �1994
Lake Transparency is considerably lower than in
1977, especially in the summer months.�

Example 4-1: A page from Lake Attitash Association 1994 Report.

The narrative
discusses the
results rather
than just
listing them
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A great deal of raw data, such as years of Secchi readings,
should be summarized in a graph in the Results section
with the actual data listed in an appendix for those who are
interested.

Informal reports Informal reports are for more general consumption, usually
with more pictures, photographs, maps, sidebars, and
colors than scientific reports. An informal report reads
more like a story, with a brief premise followed by results
and conclusions. Methods should be mentioned briefly,
and perhaps placed in the appendix. Emphasize the people
who participated; recognize them as volunteers and in-
clude their names. If there are a lot of them, mention them
in an acknowledgment section or in an appendix.

Format
The sections of an informal report may not be as distinct as
in a formal report, but should include at least an introduc-
tion where the project background is established and the
study question posed. A study description should follow,
with maps and photographs of sampling sites as well as
photos of samplers and analysts at work. Results and
discussion can be combined. In this section, concentrate on
one or a few salient points, such as �dissolved oxygen
levels were adequate at all sites� or �total phosphorus was
high in Green Cove and reached eutrophied (super-en-
riched) status in the summer.� Avoid tables filled with
numbers; rather, show your results with a few simple
charts. Liberal use of photographs will make the document
more interesting.

The conclusion should answer the study question posed in
the introduction, or it should explain whether additional
study is required to answer it. This is a good place to
appeal for the reader�s help, for example:  �We found that
boaters help prevent the spread of invasive plants when
they clean their boats each time they pull out of the lake.�

Tip
Emulate this technique
used by newspapers
and magazines: copy a
particularly interesting
segment of your text to a
sidebar. Some people
will only read those, so
important results or
recommendations
belong there.

Data Strategy:
The Abstract section precedes everything else; people are
likely to read it, if nothing else, because it�s short. Here�s a
crucial place to put your message. If you have identified a
pollution source, be sure to say so in the abstract.
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Audience
Informal reports are designed for those who typically do
not read scientific reports. A brief report may be suitable for
a town�s Conservation Commission, for example�people
who want the information, but might prefer it distilled. A
brief report may be suitable for technical people who
require minimal details.

This is the appropriate type of report to send to watershed
organization members and to the volunteers who partici-
pated in the study.

An informal report may also be used as a background
paper from which you can easily develop a press release, a
newspaper article, a report for a World Wide Web site, or
material for other publications.

Ways to Show Data
The informal report should be kept short and to the point.
It can be extracted from a scientific report, if one exists. In
addition to jazzing up the technical report, shorten it in the
following ways:
n Drop the abstract.
n Condense the methods section, stick it in the appendix,

or use action-shot illustrations with captions.
n If possible, cull the list of sites or parameters sampled, or

summarize the data and use indices.
n Include graphics of only the most important findings.

An index is a single number that compiles results from
several parameters. A �grade� or a description such as
�good, fair, or poor� is much easier to understand than
scores of numbers or even graphs. It also makes compari-
sons between sites or years a lot simpler. See the following
example from the Lower Colorado River Authority. Indices
should be offered with discussion about what the number
says�and doesn�t say�about watershed health, and why.

Tip
Instead of a detailed
methods section, use
several photographs of
samplers and analysts at
work, with descriptive
captions.
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Example 4-2: Use of an index in the Lower Colorado River Authority�s
informal report.

Here is where the index or score appears

Be sure to include a legend to the index
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Example 4-3: The Lower Colorado River Authority highlights findings with a sidebar.

Newsletters A newsletter is a group�s way of keeping up with the
watershed family. It may contain reports on activities,
political alerts, educational material (information on wild-
life, for example), profiles of new volunteers, names of
officers, and announcements of upcoming events. It�s
partly social communication, but it�s also an excellent
education tool. You can discuss your results with an audi-
ence that is likely interested, and thus willing to read and
learn about the issues.

If the newsletter is to be an important vehicle for commu-
nicating study results, the audience has to see the message.
The �to read or not to read� question for a newsletter is
often decided while the potential reader is standing over
the recycle basket, leafing through a pile of junk mail. To
make the reader open the newsletter, put an attention-
grabber on page 1: a volunteer at work, or a graph of
sampling results, with an enticing headline, such as �Bacte-
ria levels exceed safe limits: do you know where your kids
are swimming?� or �When it rains, it�s poor.�

From time to time, add a
separate article describing a
particular parameter or issue,
such as bugs or fertilizers.
Get these ready-written
articles (with permission)
from:
The Volunteer Monitor,
MassWWP fact sheets, or
state agencies.
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Often newsletters tend to be self-congratulating, with more
soft news than hard news. Use your data to make the
newsletter a page turner. Break the news about pollution
problems. Are things better or worse than last month, last
year? Unless the local newspaper reprints your data, it is
unlikely that readers will have seen monitoring results.
Consequently, you have the scoop�and editorial control.

Format
Present results and graphs in a style that is compatible with
the publication cycle. If the newsletter is published
monthly, show seasonal results, with minimal explanation.
At the end of the sampling season, follow the results with
interpretation and discussion of the data. Include the
reactions of various townspeople and agencies, and the
actions that were taken because of the findings. If the
newsletter is published only annually or biannually, then
show a whole season�s results with a discussion of recom-
mendations and plans for the next season.

Newsletters are usually short, so keep articles to a reason-
able length. Unless you�re doing a special data issue (which
is a good idea, once a year), keep the data presentation
article to no longer than one-quarter of the whole newslet-
ter. Keep the introduction brief, skip the methods discus-
sion, use a photo or two, and try to focus the results discus-
sion on the most critical parameters and study questions.

Newsletters are great education tools. Accompany your
photos and graphs with narrative text that provides some
background watershed ecology in each issue. Over time,
this builds your members� scientific expertise.

Audience
Newsletters generally go to two categories of readers.
Organization members and volunteers receive them, and
complimentary copies may be sent to people your organi-
zation is interested in working with, such as environmental
agency staffers, municipal officials, local businesses, and
other nonprofits. Readers vary in their educational and
technical backgrounds, but generally they are interested in
water quality issues.

Newsletters can also be distributed at events, such as
lectures or conferences, and provided as background
information about the organization. These audiences may

Tips for newsletters
n Keep the design simple

and consistent.
n Use an informal writing

style.
n If you use technical

terms or information,
explain them in plain
language.

n Keep articles short and
to the point.

n Include graphics, photos,
and other visual interest,
not just text. But don�t
clutter the design with
distractions such as wild
fonts and borders.

n Use 10-point or larger
font size for the body
text.

n Include the date of
publication and contact
information.

There is much less room in
a newsletter than in a
report, so use concise
headlines and brief
conclusions. Skip the
methods and simplify
graphics, such as maps,
so they can be reduced in
size.
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On the next page is an example of a one-page, two-sided
newsletter produced by Peg Fletcher of the Lake Mishnock
Watershed Watch Program in West Greenwich, RI. This
newsletter is fairly simple and inexpensive to produce but
contains interesting and informative material, including
data on transparency and chlorophyll levels for Lake
Mishnock for 1995. Graphs are easy to understand and are
accompanied by text description. Other material includes
information on freshwater jellyfish, zebra mussels, a thank-
you to supporters, contact information, and an announce-
ment about a new volunteer monitor.

Example 4-4: While showing the latest results at the
forefront, this graph reminds the reader of previous data.

Pinetree Lake, Transparency 1999
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have less interest in the information than the membership
does, and are more amenable to a presentation style similar
to that of news media stories.

Ways to show data
One strategy is to tell readers an unfolding story, by print-
ing results as the sampling season goes along. Help the
reader refer back to previous results via narrative refer-
ences or by extending the data charts, as shown in Example
4-4. This is particularly useful if you print a newsletter
monthly, and include sampling season updates with each
issue.
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This example shows effective presentation of data in a
simply designed newsletter.

Example 4-5: A newsletter produced by one person with average computer skills.
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Brochures A brochure is usually printed on a single sheet of paper
folded in half, thirds, fourths, or more. Brochures can be
slick (and expensive) or simple (and inexpensive)�in either
case, they can be a useful way to get your message out.

Brochures are printed infrequently�typically not more than
once a year. The brochure�s purpose is usually to get
people to join your organization or to contact you to learn
more about an issue. When brochures include data, they
should concentrate on long term trends, or overall charac-
terization of the water body. Brochures can also illustrate
the group�s activities.

Format
The brochure emphasizes the organization�s mission and
activities. When using data in a brochure:

n Skip all methods sections.
n It�s OK to imply, but keep your integrity: �in-
    creased development has contributed to a great
    increase in weeds in the lake.�
n Show your organization�s role in the action that
    followed the study.
n Cover these elements:
 1.  Findings
 2.  Consequences for water quality
 3.  Actions taken by the organization
 4.  Actions you expect from readers.

Brochure design
Brochure design objectives are similar to those of a news-
letter�to get people to open the fold, turn the page, and
read on. Photos, art, graphs, and maps should be placed
with that in mind. Think about how the reader will pro-
ceed through the brochure: first, the front and back panel;
then, the first foldout (two or more panels in view); and
finally, the last foldout (the full surface). The front and back
panels should catch the eye, and induce further reading.
Each foldout should contain some compelling information,
and invite the reader to continue on. The design appear-
ance should be consistent through all panels.

Example 4-6 shows a brochure of the Stony Brook Mill-
stone Watershed Association in New Jersey. It�s a three-fold
design, which means there are six panels to work with.
Note also the use of a water quality index.

Tips for brochures
n The brochure should have

a unified appearance, from
front panel to complete
foldout.

n Avoid technical terms�use
plain language for the
broadest possible audi-
ence.

n Drawings, photos, and
other graphics should
have as much weight as
text.

n Use 10-point or larger font
size for the body text. If
you�re squeezed for space,
say less.

n Use large, bold headlines
and titles. Make titles brief
and keep them clearly
related to the brochure�s
theme.

n Include contact informa-
tion for your group. You
can make one panel a
mail-in membership form
if applicable.
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 Example 4-6: A three-fold brochure with fold-out panels.
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Audience
A brochure, unlike a newsletter, isn�t preaching to the choir.
A brochure is intended to raise a choir. A more general
audience is desired, including people who know nothing
about water quality monitoring and who may even be
skeptical or hostile to environmental concerns. Therefore,
your brochure needs to educate as well as inform, and it
works best if it includes common issues that appeal to a
wide variety of people.

Ways to show data
The purpose of a brochure dictates the level of data in-
cluded. Brochures usually have two goals: to educate and
to stimulate action. The former helps an audience to under-
stand the significance of acid rain, nonpoint pollution, or
nutrients in water systems. The latter is a more direct
appeal to rally support on an issue or get people to join the
organization.

If either education or member recruitment are major goals
and the water quality situation is not critical, results may
not be as important as informing people about the moni-
toring program. In this case, a graph or even a field sheet
that looks authentic and conveys a sense of technical
proficiency might be effective. A photo of volunteer moni-
tors in action, looking capable, makes the point that the
organization is taking care of business in a credible way.
Consider including a list of the parameters measured or the
problems studied (e.g., the Echo Lake Monitors are track-
ing nutrients, bacteria, and erosion that threaten your
water supply). Definitive conclusions or recommendations
are unnecessary.

If there is a significant water quality problem, then a
different approach is warranted. Results take center stage,
along with alerts on associated impacts to health, recre-
ation, and the economy.

In either case, space is at a premium in brochures, and
visuals are paramount. Tell the story in headlines and eye-
catching photos, maps, and graphics. Include only sum-
mary information; report average values comparing wet
and dry weather, or upstream and downstream sites over
the full season. Alternatively, state the number of times
limits were exceeded (e.g., water was not safe for swim-
ming on 8 out of 11 test dates).

River
recovers!
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Brochures are printed infrequently, so plan to avoid obso-
lescence. Don�t report a coliform problem if the treatment
plant coming on line next month is expected to resolve the
problem�unless your point is that your monitoring pro-
gram was the driving force behind the upgrade.

Here is one way you might create a brochure, using our
favorite example. You can put these ideas together in a
sample brochure, which conveys the four major informa-
tion points mentioned above (the results, the conse-
quences, what you�re doing, what the reader can do):
n Put a photo of cows standing in a stream on the front
cover.
n Add a teaser caption to get readers to continue (�There
goes the neighborhood� or �Look who�s taking over the
swimming hole...�)
n Show the map (yes, you must have a map in a brochure)
in the inside fold. The map should show the area of inter-
est both to your organization and to the reader.
n Add a sentence or two about the connection between
cows and coliform.
n Then suggest impacts: perhaps another picture of kids
swimming or fishing, with a caption on the associated
health risks.
n The map might stress this point by showing the location
of cow pastures, swimming holes, and sampling sites.
n On the next panel, or below the picture of the kids,
provide a bulleted list of things your group is doing (sam-
pling, working with farmers to fence off cows, and so on).
n Finish with a brief wrap-up discussion (bullet lists are
good here too) of what can be done to improve the situa-
tion. Add a sign-up form or number to call.

Flyers are single sheets of paper, letter or legal sized, that
get posted on bulletin boards or in other public places.
They announce events, items for sale, apartments for rent,
services, and so on. Flyers might announce a slide show, a
river event, or a public meeting to review monitoring
results.

Format
The flyer is similar to the brochure in that it has a specific
goal: in this case, to get someone to come to an event. It is
different in that it is much more short term. A flyer is
printed in a couple of hours for a meeting next week or
next month.

Flyers
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Fact sheets and
backgrounders

Fact sheets and backgrounders are printed information
intended to complement data presented at other venues:
at exhibits and displays so passersby can take them; at live
presentations to be passed out to the audience for further
information; or as part of a press kit.

The fact sheet is a one-pager, designed to provide factual
information in a simple format: statistics on your water-
shed or water body for example, data that may not be
included in an exhibit or in a short talk. They are an excel-
lent medium for results: they can be updated easily, photo-
copied or reprinted quickly, and slipped into a brochure or
newsletter.

Flyer design
Main information should be in large type, readable at a
distance of ten feet. Illustrations and graphics add interest.
The reader should get the message at a glance, or in a few
seconds of reading at most.

Audience
The audience is anyone who passes by the place where
your flyer is posted and can read it. These people are also
usually doing other things, and aren�t likely to stop and
read anything lengthy. The message needs to be kept short,
simple, and to the point.

Ways to show data
Flyers are the ultimate drive-by data delivery: they are the
briefest of all. Make one point only, and that is likely to be
the conclusion used in other written materials. A simple
graph might be appropriate. Suppose your local lake has
recently had fish dying because of eutrophication, and
your group plans a slide show about the problem at your
public library. The flyer can simply pose a question or
suggest a link, as shown in Example 4-7.

Backgrounders are similar to fact sheets, but instead of
statistics or specific study data, they provide background
information needed to better understand the data. For
example, backgrounders could be prepared for each of the
parameters measured: one for pH, one for dissolved oxy-
gen, one for invasive plant species, etc. They can explain
what exactly the measurement means, where the pollution
might come from, what typical values are, and possibly
some remediation steps to correct a problem.
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Example 4-7: Sample flyer announcing a slide show
with data included in a small comparison bar graph.
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Example 4-8: A fact sheet for the Deerfield River Watershed, prepared by the
Massachusetts Executive Office of Environmental Affairs.
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Example 4-9: A backgrounder on nutrients, from the
Workshop Tool Kit.

In conclusion Printed materials provide a wide range of opportunities for
reaching technical or lay audiences, and for presenting
quick highlights or in-depth coverage of surveys and
results. The relative ease with which words, numbers, and
images can be intermixed makes print a powerful and
flexible means of connecting in different ways with your
audiences.

Print is hard copy: people can hold it in their hands and
refer to it again and again. This makes it imperative that the
information is accurate. The numbers and your interpreta-
tion of the numbers must be precise and correct. Off-hand
remarks given in a slide show may be entirely inappropri-
ate when recorded in print.
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As you look for ways to tell your story, keep in mind the
various characteristics of print. Identify your audiences�
IEP needs (inform, educate, and persuade) and consider
how a flyer, a brochure, a newsletter, or a report might
cover these. Consider the timeliness of the issue and of
your results, and how long it might take to design a docu-
ment, check the facts, refine, print, and distribute it. Select
the ones most appropriate for your needs, and get your
story down in print.
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Chapter 5 Exhibits

Exhibits consist of a collection of materials arranged for
public viewing. They are a way to show your data to a
variety of audiences in a (usually) informal setting. Exhibits
offer an opportunity to go beyond the more traditional
methods of communication. They can be categorized into
two types: there is the event exhibit at a public occasion such
as a local river festival, county fair, or sidewalk day on Main
Street. A special type of event exhibit is the poster presenta-
tion, which you might offer at an environmental conference.
The other type is the on-site exhibit, set up at a public place
such as a library, storefront window, boat ramp or waterfront
picnic area. Both types are excellent �entry points� for tar-
geted audiences and the general public to learn about your
organization�s work.

The nature of the medium is that there will be competition
for the audience�s attention. Your event exhibit is one offer-
ing among many booths and activities. On-site exhibits are
found at locations the potential audience is just passing
through, while on an errand or an outing. This suggests two
guiding principles for exhibit design:
n  They must be attractive enough at first glance to draw
people nearer for a closer look. Use a large, dramatic photo,
or a large-type, intriguing headline to pull people in. Pleas-
ing or disturbing photos can work equally well: an image of a
canoe race or a solitary angler in a pristine stretch of river, a
pollution plume, dead fish�all will attract attention. A head-
line can be newsy: �Cleanest Water Around� or challenging:
�It�s 1999. Would you let your kids swim in the river?��as
long as it makes people want to know more.
n  They are not suited for lengthy explanation, debates, or in-
depth education. Exhibits are a good way to plant a seed, to
introduce a concept. For example, acquaint people with
nonpoint pollution, using a headline like �When it rains, it�s
poor,� and displaying a simple chart of average bacteria
levels during wet weather vs. dry weather. Too much detail
may result in visitors feeling overwhelmed. They may re-
spond by simply walking away, having learned nothing.

n Event exhibits
n Poster presentations
n On-site exhibits
n Building blocks of an

 exhibit
n How much will it cost?
n Show me the data!
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But if they return home remembering that single noteworthy
thought (rain + runoff = polluted river), the exhibit will have
done its work. Long after all the other attractions and events
of the day have been forgotten, the mental connection will
pay dividends.

Event exhibits Event exhibits commonly include a table with stand-up
poster board displays, handout materials, and perhaps
samples or other objects to view or handle (water samples,
macroinvertebrates, aquatic plants, etc.) Ideally, someone
from your organization is present to welcome interested
visitors and answer questions. The exhibit itself should be a
simple, self-contained story line; details and background
information are provided by the person staffing it and by
any handouts that are distributed.

Who will be there?
If it�s a general public event such as a community fair, the
audience is likely to be quite diverse; of any age, educational
level, political orientation and background. These events are
meant to be festive, and your exhibit�s tone should match:
interesting, but light, friendly, non-confrontational. If the
event is more political in nature, or otherwise more narrowly
focused�a rally at the state house or earth day celebration�
the audience will likely be more homogeneous and more
predisposed to relatively hard-hitting messages. How do you
deal with different audiences at different events? Make the
exhibit itself general in tone and content. Then tailor the
message for each audience through commentary supplied by
the staff person and handouts you provide.

Event attendees are primarily browsing, so your exhibit
should capture attention as well as inform, like a highway
billboard. To get their attention, be sure the exhibit has one
clear theme. Use the theme in banner-sized lettering at the
top of the exhibit. People will see your bold message as they
approach the display. When they stop, they�ll see more of
the presented information. Even those who do not stop will
at least learn something about your organization.

Poster presentations Poster presentations bend some of the rules of event exhibits.
They are likely to have a targeted, probably somewhat
knowledgeable audience: people who are at a conference to
learn. Posters possess some of the properties of public pre-
sentation (see Chapter 6). Typically, someone gives a short

Handout examples
n  a brief report.
n  your latest newsletter
n  a brochure.
n  sign-up sheets for
    your mailing list.
n business cards with

      your web site.
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On-site exhibits

Example 5-1: An on-site exhibit.
(From Signs, Trails and Wayside
Exhibits, Trapp et al, 1992)

talk at your booth in an exhibit hall�either a scheduled talk
listed in the conference agenda, or an impromptu talk to one
or more interested browsers. Either way, the audience is free
to walk away, so entertainment value and brevity are still
important.  The talk can get fairly detailed and technical, but
the exhibit itself, which will remain on display after the talk
is over, should be self-explanatory. Written reports that are
too complicated to distribute at event exhibits may be an
appropriate handout for poster presentations.

On-site exhibits often consist of a large display board with
maps, data graphs, explanatory text, and sometimes a pocket
for take-home brochures and background pieces. These
exhibits can be placed in high traffic areas where the public
visits a lake, river or ocean: a kiosk at a boat ramp, a visitor�s
center, etc. Other locations include libraries, town commons,
storefronts, real estate offices or bank lobbies.

The main difference between this and the event exhibit is
that on-site displays are designed to be viewed and under-
stood without the benefit of an interpreter.

Who will be there?
The venue will determine, to some extent, the type of audi-
ence.  If at a library or town common, the audience will be as
general as you ever get. If you�ve been given some space in
an outdoor gear store or you�re setting up at a kiosk at a boat
put-in, you can expect the viewer will have some personal
interest in the resource; you may wish to focus the exhibit on
impacts to the fishery, how bacteria levels affect boating, or
the like. But in either situation, the audience interface is
happenstance; people haven�t come there to see or linger
over your data. Be brief.

Exhibits at access sites perform the �inform� function well,
especially if your samples were taken nearby. They are good
places to post data updates after each sample event. Example
5-2 shows just such an exhibit, designed by the Minnesota
Citizen Lake Monitoring Program for weekly Secchi disk
readings. The top of the display is a poster containing a map
of the lake with sampling sites, and year-to-date Secchi disk
data. The bottom part shows Secchi data in more tangible
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Example 5-2:  Secchi
disk readings display.

Tips to find locations for
on-site exhibits
n Keep an eye out for
similar displays in banks,
libraries, etc.
n Find out who�s in
charge.
n Ask if they will display
your exhibit.
n Use your connections.
n Ask your members who
work there to make the
request.
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fashion. Bobbers are attached to two fishing lines that extend
from the board to the ground.  The bobbers represent this
week�s transparency at the two sites.

A similar al fresco approach was taken by the Vermont Lakes
Monitoring Program (see Example 5-3). They constructed a
Secchi graph using a peg board and wooden dowels that
were screwed into the peg board, one for each weekly
reading. The series tracks transparency over the season in a
sturdy display placed atop a sign at the boat ramp. One
suggested enhancement to this arrangement would be to
pre-paint the dowels white and black in a Secchi pattern and
paint a wavy blue line at the top of the graph. This would
create a visual impression of Secchi disks suspended from
the lake surface.

Example 5-3: Another
Secchi disk on-site display.

Building blocks
     of an exhibit

Structure: Table-top posters and exhibits are designed to
stand on their own as well as set up and break down easily.
Tri-fold foam core boards are a great choice for this type of
display because they are light and fold compactly�an impor-
tant consideration when your display has to be carried for
great distances. The weight of the display is also a consider-
ation if your exhibit will be used outside. These light boards
will likely topple over when the wind gusts. For exhibits that
are used primarily outside, heavier materials such as cork-
board or plywood can be substituted. An alternative is blocks
or strips of 2x4 lumber with narrow and deep grooves routed
into them. Sliding the bottom edges of your lightweight
display into these blocks will help it stand up outside. Pre-
hinged window shutter sets can be covered with felt or other
materials to form a sturdy tabletop display.

Basic materials: Readily available materials such as construc-
tion paper, glue and tape, photos (enlarged by a photo shop,
color photocopy machine, or by using your computer, scan-
ner, and color printer), and blocks of text are inexpensive
elements to build your display. Felt is useful as a cover for
table-top displays. Using felt and Velcro allows you to rear-
range, add, and remove items on a display so that it can be
easily changed or updated (See Example 5-4 for sample
layout). Reducing magazine and newspaper headlines and
articles with a photocopier and adding them to the display is
a great way to show the importance of the organization�s
work and issues affecting the watershed. Include a loose-leaf
notebook or scrapbook with any additional pictures, press
clippings, or information that you would like visitors to see.
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Example 5-4: Typical format for trifold exhibit.

Costs for an exhibit can run as low as $20�or as much as
several thousand dollars. A lot depends on whether you
construct the display boards yourself or purchase profes-
sional displays. Office supply stores sell cardboard trifold

How much
will it cost?

To the above we would add:
§ Use colors to categorize information and help build your
    theme.
§ Don�t use all capital letters�they�re hard to read and seem
    to �shout� at people.
§ Each graphic should have a 1 or 2 sentence heading rein-
   forcing the �take-home message.�

James Fazio and Douglas Gilbert, authors of Public Relations
and Communications for Natural Resource Managers, identify the
ABC�s of good exhibits as:
§ Attractive: Good exhibits are visually well-balanced and

eye-pleasing in their layout and color. They call attention to
information without overwhelming viewers.
§ Brief: The best exhibits are well-organized and simple,

containing five or fewer main ideas and only enough text
to develop the theme. Text blocks should be no more than
25 words with phrase or title blocks the most effective.
§ Clear: The theme of the exhibit is so conspicuous it can be

recognized and understood in only a second or two.

Exhibit Design Tips:
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Show me the data!

boards for as little as $10. These are fine for quick, no-frills
one-time use. Covered with felt, they will look nicer and can
be reused a few times, although durability is limited. If your
organization presents at a lot of events, consider investing in
a professional display which folds into its own case; prices
range from $1000-2000. While the price might seem high,
consider that it takes a good deal of time to construct, main-
tain, and repeatedly setup and break down a display. What
seems like an expensive purchase might prove well worth
the investment. Remember that an exhibit is an excellent
opportunity for public outreach�a great case for a smart
investment.

Once the display board has been procured, production costs
are relatively minor. Expenses will include film, photo devel-
oping and enlarging, foam core board on which to mount the
photos and text, and such art supplies as glue sticks and
razor knives.

Data can take many forms in an exhibit: words, graphs,
maps, photos, and physical materials such as rocks, plants,
and other props. Exhibits should be limited to one easily
remembered theme, but you can get that point across more
effectively by mixing several media. Here are some examples
of �multimedia� exhibits that communicate simple concepts:

�We are fertilizing our lakes�and choking them in the pro-
cess.� Show this with a picture of someone fertilizing a
lakeside lawn, a graph of nutrient data, and perhaps a jar of
commercial fertilizer, representing the amount typically
added to an acre of lake water in a year�s time.

�Alien invaders!� Post such a headline above a display of
aquatic plants taken from your lake. Ask the audience if they
know which ones are invasive exotics, which are native
plants. Accompany this with a map of the lake that shows
distribution of different plant species. Show side-by-side
photos of the lake 20 years ago (pre-invasion) and now. Have
handouts available that provide background information on
the problem of invasive species.

�How�s the water? Ask a bug.� Display graphs of your
macroinvertebrate data, along with various props that help
people understand water quality as seen through the lives of

Example 5-5: Sample exhibit layout.
(From Signs, Trails and Wayside Exhibits,
Trapp et al, 1992)

 Color, on graphic
  and surface

 Headlines
 and body type

Graphics

Symbols
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a bug community. MassWWP loans to groups a 4-part
�bugquarium� (see Example 5-6 and Appendix for details)
that can be used in several ways:
- One compartment each holds pollution-intolerant, moder-

ately tolerant, and tolerant species. The fourth contains a
representative sample from your river. Ask the viewers to
guess the water quality in that fourth compartment.

- Display different orders or families in the different compart-
ments, as a taxonomy primer.

- Show fast water, slow water, pond species in different
compartments; or headwater, middle reaches and main-
stream reaches; or show samples from streams in the
watershed, and ask the viewer to guess the locations and
water quality.

Example 5-6: MassWWP loans this �Bugquarium� to
groups, who use it to display live data: bugs that live in
clean and polluted waters.

Here�s another simple but effective prop, which provides
some educational context to macroinvertebrate data. Find a
rock from the river that prominently shows the
�embeddedness line�: how deeply the rock was buried in
sediment (the exposed part of the rock will usually be
darker, because of algae growth, while the buried side will
look �clean�). Use this to discuss how silt can deprive bugs
and fish eggs of well oxygenated, sheltered gravelly areas
that are essential for survival. A complementary prop: fill
two jam jars with substrate: one with pebbles and gravel,
the other with sand and silt. Paste paper cutouts of different
bug pictures on the jars (e.g. stoneflies, clinging mayflies on
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�Is the river safe to swim in?� (See Example 5-7). Run this
headline over a map of the river, with sample sites and
results shown together on the map. In the example, all sites
are high-use recreation/access areas, and are identified by
their popular names as well as site numbers.  �X� (superim-
posed over a swimmer icon) marks the spots that exceeded
safe swimming levels.

Example 5-7: A graph from a report, above, altered for use in an exhibit,
opposite.

�gravel� jar,  burrowing mayflies and tubifex worms on the
�silt� jar). Hand these to your booth visitors while you
discuss which types of bugs are likely to live in the two types
of substrate, and why (see Example 8-17).

A final example of education with bugs: the University of
New Hampshire Freshwater Biology Group/Lake Lay Moni-
toring Program designed a clever display that makes bug
identification more fun. Visitors are invited to match the
nymph-stage aquatic insect with its adult counterpart. The
interactive exhibit employs simple battery-powered electrical
wiring that lights up the display when the correct match is
made.
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In conclusion Have some fun with data presentation! Complement tradi-
tional approaches (reports, press releases) with this enter-
taining way to introduce your organization and your data to
residents and visitors in the watershed. Once you make an
initial investment in display materials and a generic message
(with stock photos and other accessories), you can easily
modify an exhibit. Regularly update the display with current
data, media clippings, recent photos and props to keep it
new and fresh. Bring the watershed to the people with
samples of rocks, bugs, and plants. The more hands-on your
exhibit, the more engaged your audience becomes. Once
you�ve created an exhibit, make sure it gets seen as often and
by as many different people as possible. Make the effort to
book it at a number of different locations and events, from
school fairs to town squares. You will enlarge your pool of
interested people, and broaden their understanding of your
watershed.
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Chapter 6 Public Presentations

Taking your show on the road is one of the most effective
ways to expand your audience and turn study results into
action. Think of yourself as a storyteller: relating the history
of your watershed, your project, and its findings. The story
can contain drama, unsolved mysteries, and suggested
solutions. There are three general categories of public
presentations: public testimonies, organization-sponsored
events, and dinner talks. The latter may include public
meetings and panel discussions.

This is usually the most targeted of audiences. Members of
the public are invited to testify or speak at a hearing or
meeting devoted to deciding an issue. These are presenta-
tions where you hope to persuade an audience to make an
immediate decision (Conservation Commission or town
meeting), or to act in the near future (when the legislature
takes comments on a proposed bill).

If possible, find out in advance how much time you will be
allotted, and plan your presentation accordingly. It�s also
important to determine ahead of time whether overheads,
slides, and other presentation materials can be used. If so,
make them colorful, simple, and as large as possible. Bring
handouts for committee and audience members to help
them remember details of your testimony afterwards. No
matter how short your time, keep three goals in mind: show
your data, provide a simple explanation of what it means and
how it affects the audience, and request a specific action. For
example: �Water temperatures are high in the Big River
below the XYZ Plant. Above the plant, temperatures are
within Massachusetts standards. Below the plant, our data
show that cold water fishery standards are exceeded 95% of
the time between June and September. Trout cannot survive
in those temperatures. XYZ Plant�s permit must require that
they cool their discharge before releasing it to the Big
River.�

n Public testimony
n Organization-sponsored
     events
n Dinner talks
n Ways to show data

Public testimony
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If there is more time, you can elaborate. For instance, de-
scribe the value of the trout fishery (show pictures of kids
with fish), mention tourism benefits, or discuss cold water
fishery ecology. Because it can be difficult to educate people
in a short time, it�s important to prepare the audience with
prior outreach efforts. Examples include sending the target
audience your organization�s newsletter, data report, or
newspaper clippings and information from other organiza-
tions, such as reports from agencies and tourism groups.

Public testimony is also given in less formal settings. For
example, during a town or selectboard meeting, comments
from the audience are frequently allowed. Unless the meet-
ing is solely devoted to your issue, you�ll likely be sharing
the agenda, limiting presentation time. It�s unlikely that any
elaborate audiovisual equipment can be used. The presenta-
tion should be very portable and simple, such as posters and
handout materials.

Keep in mind opportunities to inject drama and humor at
meetings. Large, striking photos of a major erosion problem
or holding a glass of dirty water in one hand, clean in the
other, may become the highlight of the meeting�and
tomorrow�s paper. Tactful humor and other animated
components help keep the audience�s attention and improve
their retention of information. At �general� meetings, there
is a more diverse audience; try to reach out to everyone by
making the presentation a simple human story. What are the
ramifications for residents of the town if pollution continues
unabated? Try emotional impact with a brief statement:
�Kids swim there!� or ask and answer a provocative question
such as: �Are local businesses or property values threat-
ened?� Correlate these statements and discussions to the
graphs showing your study�s findings.

More tips for oral presentations
§ Be sure that you state your main point clearly in both the

introduction and conclusion. Redundancy in the form of
an outline or summary is OK in an oral presentation.

§ Script the presentation carefully and rehearse it; a
disorganized delivery can hurt your organization, its
message, and goal.

§ When presenting, stand straight and relaxed and speak
clearly and loudly enough to be heard by everyone in
the room.

§ Make eye contact with people in all parts of the room.

Tips for public presenta-
tions
§ The mountain won�t

come to you, so go to
the mountain! Many
organizations are
looking for speakers
for their regular
meetings. Recruit a
volunteer to be a
booking agent and
call organizations to
let them know about
your presentation.

§ Consider ahead of
time your audience�s
occupations, level of
experience, and
political views�and
tailor the presenta-
tion to them.

§ Set a goal and focus
on it�for instance, to
get 3 new members,
bring brochures,
newsletters, and sign-
up sheets; to per-
suade a group to
write a letter on the
issue, bring sample
text and offer to
provide it electroni-
cally and give them a
deadline for com-
ments.
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§ Some gesturing and movement can help keep the
presentation dynamic, but be careful not to weave or
rock when speaking to an audience.

§ Find out in advance how much time you�ll have, and
stick to it. If possible, rehearse with a stopwatch, tape
recorder, or someone who�s not familiar with the pro-
gram.

§ Tell the audience the specific action that you are request-
ing as a result of your presentation and discuss how
they can participate.

§ Bring what you need to make this action happen: mem-
bership application forms, a sign-up sheet, a petition to
sign, a proposal to vote up or down, etc.

§ For more on polishing your speaking skills, see the
Reference section.

Your organization may sponsor a number of public events
including volunteer recognition nights, annual meetings,
special forums devoted to data presentation, and festivals.

Volunteer recognition events have at least one sure audi-
ence: its volunteers! Be sure to also invite local officials;
regional, state, and federal agency representatives; and
businesses (especially those that have supported your work
or wish to engage in the process). The Greater Springfield
Area Riverwatch, a consortium of three or four monitoring
programs, holds an annual potluck supper where volun-
teers, local officials, and members of the press and public
are invited. Each of the monitoring groups present their
data, following the same straightforward format: results,
findings, conclusions, and recommendations. Reports are
distributed, giving those in attendance a sense of the differ-
ent conditions and issues in different parts of the water-
shed. Last but not least, volunteers are recognized for their
contributions. The press attendance often results in stories
being published in newspapers (see Example 6-1).

Annual meetings are similar to volunteer recognition events,
but with a broader focus: the accomplishments of the
organization, not just the monitoring program. The audi-
ence can include the organization�s volunteers, its member-
ship, and the general public. A report from the monitoring
program should be part of the agenda for every annual
meeting. This will be brief: maybe a few slides of summary
data charts and photos of volunteers in action; the live
presentation version of a newsletter monitoring report.
Depending on what time of year the annual meeting is held,

Organization-
sponsored events

Presenting data at annual
meetings

Keep the presentation
lively and interactive.
While the audience has
responded to your invita-
tion to hear about the
organization�s data, they
will appreciate more than
just graphs and tables.
Display a tray with aquatic
insects, rocks, vegetation,
or an aerator. Include
games and other activities
so that they will fondly
remember the event and
take home your informa-
tion and message.
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the presentation will either summarize the year�s findings or
combine an update on recent results with a discussion of
upcoming sampling activities.

Data presentation forums are also quite similar to volunteer
recognition events, but they generally reach out further
beyond the membership of an organization. The Lake
Attitash Association released a report at a special meeting
devoted to advancing dialogue on the solution to a commer-
cial compost operation affecting the lake. They invited a
number of officials as well as the public to a meeting where
they gave a two-part talk: the first was focused on their
monitoring data and findings, the second divulged their
research of state and federal laws and regulations on the
issue. The latter part showed what conservation commis-
sions and other officials were empowered to do and how
they could help solve the problem. This format makes it
easy for decision makers to do the right thing. They were
shown the problem, the probable source, and possible
solutions. The Association also engendered good will by
stressing that the compost farmer was a willing collaborator
on the effort.

Example 6-1: Press coverage of the Greater Springfield Area Water Watch�s annual meeting.
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The Kentucky Water Watch sponsors another type of meet-
ing called �Clean Water Forums.� They invite a diverse
panel with representatives from groups including busi-
nesses, agencies, and academia. Panelists are sent monitor-
ing data ahead of time with a few questions they will be
asked. The meeting is advertised and the public and the
media are invited. The data are presented to the public,
then the prearranged questions are asked of the panel. The
audience is then invited to participate in a question and
answer session. The goal is to get the audience to help find
solutions. Examples of questions asked of the panel include:
�What significance do you find in the data?� and �What
recommendations would you make?� When audiences are
given the chance to generate solutions themselves, their
enthusiasm for implementing their recommendations
increases.

Dinner talks (sometimes conducted as breakfast meetings)
are commonly a part of monthly meetings held by various
civic, social, business, and environmental organizations. The
groups can vary widely, from garden clubs, to gun owner
associations, to boards of trade. All have some interest in
water quality, though they may not have made a direct
connection from your study to their concerns. The primary
reason that you have been invited to present at their meet-
ing is to provide entertainment and information. Visual aids
are a necessity in this venue: give a slide show, present a
short video, or pass around jars containing aquatic bugs or
plants. Dinner talks are probably best used for information
or education, not persuasion. Use a dinner talk to build
relations or to get people interested in an issue. Follow up
later with their board or executive committee if a specific
action is requested. While this is generally not the venue to
ask for action or commitment, many of these organizations
have a community service component and are looking for
projects in which to become involved. Make your sampling
program or organization attractive to them with the goal of
recruiting new volunteer monitors, a truck for the shoreline
cleanup day, or a crew to staff a river festival.

To engage the audience, your presentation should include
visual aids. No matter how polished your speaking style,
experts say that well-designed visual aids increase compre-
hension and retention of information by 50% to 200%!
Presentation tools can include flip charts, use of a black-
board, overhead transparencies, slides, hands-on materials,

Dinner talks

Ways to
show data
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and video tapes. You should also have handout information,
such as your group�s brochure, recent newsletter, fact
sheets, or report summary. For further information on how
to create effective graphics materials, see Chapter 3.

Flip charts and easel boards
Flip charts are an inexpensive way to visually present infor-
mation. You don�t need electricity, a projector, or a darkened
room. If flip charts are used to show data, be sure that they
have a professional appearance.

A blank pad of flip chart paper on an easel or an erasable
board can be used to ask the audience questions such as,
�Who knows some water quality concerns in Blue Lake?�
and write down their answers. When they have finished,
add any they didn�t mention. Try conducting a poll by
asking what the audience thinks the bacteria levels were
after last month�s rains. Record the number of answers in
each category: clean, moderately, or heavily polluted. Then
flip the chart (or draw a graph) to show actual levels you
recorded. Draw or list items as the presentation proceeds.
This presentation strategy can be more engaging than
flipping through a prepared list or graphic, because it builds
participation and anticipation. Be sure that the presenter
has clear, easy-to-read printing. Or, try drawing a simple bar
graph of dissolved oxygen values, filling in each successive
week as weather or other events are described that may
have influenced each week�s results. If there is a week
where dissolved oxygen levels dropped below standards,
ask the audience what the impact might be, and draw a
belly-up fish on the graph.

Overhead Transparencies
Overhead transparencies can be less compelling than slides,
but are very useful to show results in color. Consider limit-
ing their use to displaying data and brief, bulleted text.

If you decide not to use a flip chart, overhead transparen-
cies can be a good substitute. Write directly on the overhead
sheet with a transparency marker, as you would on the flip
chart. This is especially useful when leading an exercise or
eliciting suggestions from the audience, enabling you to
write down ideas without turning your back to the audi-
ence. When carefully prepared, overhead transparencies
can be used to present multiple data layers. For instance,
start with a map of the watershed, showing color-coded
land use categories. Place a second transparency on top that
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shows river reaches with color codes for different sediment
levels, to illustrate how certain land uses appear to be linked
to increased sedimentation.

Slide shows
Using slides is often the most informative and interesting
presentation format. Slides allow you to show not only
maps and graphs, but also photos of your watershed study
areas, volunteers, equipment, flora and fauna, and other
compelling images. Titles can be added to images for extra
impact. This format also allows for a smooth and cohesive
presentation: the lights are usually dimmed which helps
filter out distractions and there is no awkward transition
and adjustments as when changing overhead transparen-
cies.

Be sure to include a healthy mix of photographs and other
images with your data graphs and tables. Most audiences�
attention will be lost if they have to view too many graphs.
Use sequential slides to draw in the audience and keep them
interested. For instance, show volunteers in a boat using the
Secchi disk, then a close-up of the disk, and then a bar chart
showing recorded Secchi depths. Accompanying narration
should explain how the disk is used and what is the signifi-
cance of the Secchi depth. A slide of swimmers, a sign
warning of danger to swimmers, a graph of fecal coliform
counts, and then a shot of cattle standing in a stream is
another example of effectively mixing data and image slides
to make a strong statement.

Example 6-2: A slide with
number in corner. Should
you drop your slides, the
numbering will help you
to quickly put them back
in order.

To help organize a presentation, create a �storyboard� by
writing a script of narration next to a description of each
slide image. This planning tool will help create a more
professional slide show, estimate presentation time, and
determine where additional images might be needed.

Example 6-3: Part of a storyboard for a slide presentation.
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For a comparison on different presentation media, see the
Reference section.

Multimedia presentations
The newest medium for presentations is use of a multimedia
projector with content created in software such as Microsoft
PowerPoint or SPC Harvard Graphics. The software allows
creation of �slides� on a computer. The slides can be printed
on overhead transparencies and a service bureau can create
slides in a 35mm format for use with a conventional projec-
tor, but the real benefit to this option is that sound and
animation can be added for use with a multimedia projector
for a dynamic presentation. Handouts of the presentation
can be printed in a variety of formats, allowing the audience
to have typed, take-home notes (be sure to include contact
information in your slides so that it will be on the hand-
outs).

This �best of both worlds� choice requires access to a com-
puter (preferably a notebook computer) at the presentation
along with a multimedia projector. While costs for notebook
computer and multimedia projector are a significant invest-
ment, it can pay for itself in a number of ways. Quickly and
easily, changes or customizations can be made to a presenta-
tion to suit its audience and there is no cost to produce
slides. If the facility at which you�re presenting has the
hardware, all that is needed is a disk with the presentation
on it.

Tips for multimedia presentations:
§ Be sure to bring a diskette with the fonts and sound

clips included in the presentation�just in case the �pack-
and-go� option doesn�t work perfectly.

§ Use color and pattern carefully to categorize data or
other information.

§ Make sure that text size is large enough to be viewed
from all parts of the room.

§ Images and sounds should enhance your message,not
distract from it.

§ Print the presentation on overhead transparencies, in
the event the hardware isn�t working properly.

§ Be sure to provide sufficient quantities of handouts from
the presentation.
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Video
Videos are not by nature conducive to live presentations
and are infrequently used in them. Unlike a slide show
where the speaker can depart from the script or interrupt
the talk to field questions, videos tend to stifle dialogue
while the program is running. They have their uses, how-
ever. For instance, run a short video on lake ecology just
before you present graphs of nutrient and Secchi data.
Videos can serve as a surrogate for a speaker who cannot be
present. You can tape your data presentation beforehand,
someone else can show it at a forum and have the audience
discuss it afterwards.

Videos also make high-quality graphics and animation
possible, but many groups won�t have sufficient resources
or expertise to create their own professional quality video.
It may be possible to include videos produced by others in
your presentation, as in the above-mentioned educational
video. The speaker should be prepared to provide follow-up
comments and answer questions about the video.

What if a video is too long or too broad in scope to use at a
public meeting? Try using excerpts, such as copying just the
hydrologic cycle and pollution transport sequences from
the above-mentioned lake ecology video for use with your
talk (check copyright laws). Alternatively, have an assistant
on hand to cue the tape from one excerpt to another while
you continue the talk. Make sure to rehearse in advance so
that the presentation runs smoothly. Short segments that
your group videotapes can be useful if you want to illustrate
dynamic situations in the watershed. A 20-second clip of
eroding banks in a rainstorm or cows in a stream can make
powerful statements in support of the data.

If you decide to produce your own video, avoid static shots
of graphs and charts. You can accomplish this with �dis-
solves� and other techniques that animate the graphs, but
these may require assistance from video professionals
(check with your local public access cable network). An-
other way is to have someone discuss the charts in TV
weatherperson style: talk about the results as you point to
different  findings on your charts, hold up a photo to make
a point, etc. This works particularly well when you want to
provide some context for your data�background watershed
ecology education, a discussion of consequences of the data,
or recommendations for action.
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No-frills alternative
There are occasions and events where it isn�t possible to
bring flip charts or a projector to a presentation. As an
alternative, make photocopies of graphics such as maps and
graphs, and hand them out as a packet that the audience
views while you comment each page.

Audience participation and hands-on materials
Coming up with ways of involving members of the audi-
ence in your presentation adds interest and fun�not to
mention better retention of the information you have
shared. Ask questions, draw on their concerns and local
knowledge, or create a short quiz at the end of your presen-
tation (tell your audience before you begin so that they�ll
pay better attention). See Chapter 8 for more ideas on this
venue.

Live presentations take more preparation and repeated
effort than do printed materials, but they can be one of the
most effective ways to persuade and inspire people. Data
can effectively fit into your live presentation as long as it�s
customized for each audience and integrated with other
kinds of information.

In conclusion

Tips for using videotape in a presentation
§ Check the room ahead of time to make sure it can be

darkened and that there is a power source for electrical
equipment.

§ If you aren�t sure if the facility can provide the right
equipment, be sure to provide an alternate source.

§ Try out the equipment on site ahead of time to make
sure that the VCR and television work.

§ Video presentations work best for smaller groups and
rooms�make sure that all of the audience can see the
screen.
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Chapter 7 Reaching Your
Audience
Through the Media

Audience

Printed media

n Audience
n Printed media
n Electronic media
n Press releases
n Press conferences
n PSAs

One of the best ways to reach the public at large is to get
your message out through newspapers, radio, and televi-
sion. These media are especially important where a study
has found safety, health, or environmental problems that
need to be shared with the public. Including data in press
releases, public service announcements, or interviews gives
study findings factual credibility.

There is less concern for targeting audiences in drafting
media materials than there is in writing brochures or re-
ports, because final control over the material lies with the
media. Materials may be edited for length as well as style.
However, since the audience is broad, the information and
message should be kept simple and easy to understand.

Newspapers are a good vehicle for presenting results: they
can publish in a variety of formats, including human inter-
est stories, letters to the editor, features, news, and �factoids.�
In most cases, smaller dailies and weekly newspapers are the
preferred target. Large papers, like the Boston Globe, will
report on major rivers and state- or region-wide water issues,
and occasionally on smaller water bodies with a �newsy� issue.
So include these papers in your press-release list, but if you
want regular data reports, focus your efforts on a Cape Cod
Times or Williamstown Advocate.

News media may cover a topic in any of several ways. The
most straightforward is the news story, reporting notewor-
thy events that have occurred since the last edition or
broadcast. In addition, there are human interest pieces,
feature stories, special-interest columns (e.g. real-estate,
outdoors), and editorials. All have a different slant, and any

Tips
n Avoid jargon.
n Explain your purpose.
n Clearly outline the

study area.
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Example 7-1. A human interest story. (Article from The Reminder, Nov. 15 1994)
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of them may be appropriate for your data, depending on
the issue, the timing, or the nature of your results.

The human interest piece
Newspapers love stories about local folks and about kids, so
find a volunteer willing to be interviewed and photo-
graphed. Work your data into the story by featuring volun-
teers and their findings in your press release. See how this
was accomplished in Example 7-1, a human interest piece
about an Eagle Scout�s project at a local pond. The photo shows
the scout holding a Secchi disk, and the narrative mentions
water transparency levels as well as the aquatic plants found.

Editorial page
This is the part of a newspaper where opinions are wel-
come, even expected. It�s a good place to use persuasion
with your data; describe the consequences of problems
you�ve found and recommend solutions. There are three
ways to get your data into the editorial page:
n  A letter to the editor: the simplest, and widely read. No
charts or jargon here, of course. Use lay terms and stick to the
length restrictions the paper maintains.
n  An op-ed piece: these are the opinion articles written by
regular or guest columnists. They appear on the page
opposite the paper�s own editorials. These are usually 700 to
900 words in length. To get an op-ed printed, contact the
editorial page editor and describe the issue and what you
want to say. They may request a writing sample, or ask you
to submit the piece for their consideration.
n  The paper�s own editorial: if you want your story here,
contact the editor(s) and suggest they weigh in on the topic.
Relay the high points of your findings, explain the issue, why it�s
important to the paper�s readers, and discuss different
angles (environment, health, economic aspects).

Whether you are making a pitch for editorial or news
coverage of a story, it pays to establish good relations with
the editors, sub-editors, and/or reporters. Contact them
directly and introduce yourself and your issues. Each paper
is different, but a few examples of departments which might
have specific editors or reporters are: geographical, sports
and outdoors, business, and science and environment.
Once every year or so, you might want to arrange a meeting
with the full editorial staff of the paper. In such a meeting,
bring two or three of your staff, board or committee chairs;
discuss the �big picture� of your watershed (issues and trends),

Getting your story in
the paper
n Ask the paper about

their publishing
guidelines.

n Increase your chances of
coverage by involving a
school in your program;
most papers provide
ample coverage of local
schools.
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Prepare a Press Kit with
n a brief description of

your organization.
n a business card of

contact person.
n a map of watershed or

monitoring area.
n photos of the resource,

events, people, etc.
n a graphic of results.
n your most recent

report.

Factoids or mini-column
Factoids are brief news updates, provided on a regular
basis. Take advantage of the fact that monitoring and
newspaper publishing take place on a regular basis.
Convince the editor to make your data report a regular
feature of the paper. It could be �Water Quality in Your
Neighborhood,� for example, or a graph in the weather
section. The Lower Colorado River Water Authority uses a
simple graphic to summarize water quality in the factoid
shown in Example 7-2.

Tips for Query Letters
n The first sentence should

be an attention grabber.
n Describe the content of

your article and why the
issue is relevant to the
community, and specifi-
cally the paper�s readers.

n Explain why you are
qualified to write this
article.

n Keep it to one page.
n Include a short writing

sample.

your organization and monitoring program. Alert them to
future events (such as your upcoming sampling season), and
offer your organization as a source of news, background
information, or commentary (i.e. when they are looking for a
quote on a current issue). In this way, you may be able to get
the paper to devote more coverage to the watershed.

The feature story
Feature stories are in-depth pieces on a particular topic.
They work best as a discussion of monitoring results at the
end of the season, or as an advance notice of an investiga-
tion you are about to conduct. To get �feature� coverage,
contact a reporter and ask her/him to accompany you on a
monitoring trip. The reporter might welcome the chance
to cover something other than the Selectboard meeting.
For the feature story, however, simple results are not
enough; include analysis, context, and pictures. For in-
stance, discuss how documented conditions affect swim-
ming, fishing, or public health in town. Provide reporters
with the salient points of the study, keeping data and
background information to a minimum.

The news story
For news stories, send a press release (discussed below) or
contact a reporter or editor directly. Generally, newspa-
pers prefer to have material written by their own staff, but
consider sending a query letter to the appropriate editor
about publishing a piece written by your organization.

Data Strategy:
Use summarizing graphics to share your data rather
than text. Talk to the paper�s graphic artists or designers
instead of sending your own graphics. They may be able
to create an eye-catching display format for your data,
which can be used thereafter for regular data reports.

Prepare a Press Kit with:
n a brief description of your

organization.
n a business card of contact

person.
n a map of watershed or

monitoring area.
n photos of the resource,

events, people, etc.
n a graphic of results.
n your most recent report.
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Electronic media

Example 7-2: A newspaper factoid.

Radio and commercial television
Radio and television can bring your story to more people
than any other medium. Include them in your contact list
for press releases and conferences, but expect brief cover-
age, as air time is precious. For a list of stations in your area,
Burrell�s Media Directory is found in most libraries. In addi-
tion to news stories, talk shows are an excellent forum for
publicizing monitoring programs. Listen to or view the
show several times before contacting the talk show host. If
the show seems like a good match for your program, con-
tact the host and explain why you think the show�s audi-
ence would be interested in your program�s findings.

Public access television
Public access television is gaining popularity as a way to com-
municate with the community. Public access TV typically has a
small staff and a crew of volunteers, whose job it is to train
people like you to produce a television show. Equipment
training is provided, and there is usually a small fee involved (or
barter for volunteer time at the TV station). You may then use
their equipment to film your show, or have someone else who
is trained produce the show. In Amherst, the Conservation
Commissioner has filmed several award winning programs.
Most stations have lists of local producers; try collaborating with
them.

Tips for presenting on TV
n Use a lot of graphics

and concrete examples
rather than raw num-
bers.

n Use everyday measures
as a comparison: �40
micrograms per liter of
total phosphorus in our
lake is like dumping ten
bags of lime on your 10
foot by 10 foot garden
plot�enough to choke a
chard.�
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It takes many hours to produce a TV program. It is best to
recruit a volunteer whose sole responsibility will be to
produce the show; don�t ask this extra work of monitors
or analysts. Outdoor footage can be shot by one or more
people, and the show produced by your publicist volun-
teer.

Another public access TV venue is the �access soap box.�
An organization member films a ten-minute lecture about
an event or issue relating to water quality. To make it more
lively, have two people come and interview each other.

Meetings and group presentations can be broadcast on
public access TV, possibly even live! Additionally, some
public access stations have their own talk shows, with live
interviews and questions called in from viewers.

Public access TV also functions as a community bulletin
board. A text scan of community news and events is
broadcast between programs, and is watched by a large
audience. It is a good place to advertise upcoming events
as well as some data �nuggets� such as, �Did you know
that the Rocky River is clean enough for swimming? The
Rocky River Watershed Association�s 1999 monitoring
results point to extremely low bacteria and turbidity
levels.�

This medium is an excellent place to provide educational
content to complement your data. These stations will
accept �canned,� or previously produced videos by other
parties. If you know of a good video that discusses the
history of your watershed, or which explains nonpoint
pollution, send it (or details on how to locate it) to them
and ask them to run it along with your televised data
presentation.

It is not necessary to produce your own show to be on TV.
When you have news to share, bring the media to you
with a press release or a press conference. Press releases
provide the media with what an organization considers
newsworthy. Topics can vary from an announcement of a
local talk or event to a report of findings after years of
sampling. Sometimes press releases are more risky than
getting an article written by a reporter, in that some
newspapers use them as filler, if at all. However, if the

Press releases
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Press conferences

truly newsworthy, it may run as a news article rather than just an
announcement.

When space is tight, the easiest way for an editor to fit an
article into a page is to shorten it by truncating the last
paragraph or paragraphs. Place the most important infor-
mation at the front of the article, with background informa-
tion following. Include maps and graphs or charts�they may be
redone by the newspaper staff, but they are a good way to
showcase data. Example 7-3 shows a sample press release that
includes data.

Consider holding a press conference for a discovery that�s
too important for a press release. However, be sure the news
is big news�calling a conference to cover a routine issue or to
generate publicity wastes reporters� time and will harm press
relations.

Invite all the media to your conference, and send an infor-
mation release to those who don�t attend�by fax if possible�so
they can have the option of picking up the story.

Press conferences can be held almost anywhere, but usually
are held indoors. Backdrops, such as a watershed associa-
tion banner, enhance TV potential. The media representa-
tives will bring all of the equipment needed, but they may
require power outlets.

Outdoor press conferences can work well, weather permit-
ting. Consider holding the press conference down by the
river, at a sampling station, but only if the location is conve-
nient.

Ways to Show Data
A press conference is much like a live presentation to a
general audience. Most visual material should be displayed
on an easel, however; the room will be fully lighted, so
overheads and slides aren�t appropriate.

A map should show the area of concern. It should be clear
and readable from a distance. Handouts can include more
information on the map if desirable. Charts and graphs also
need to be clear and readable from a distance. Plan a run-
through in the room a few days prior to the press conference to
make sure the visual displays are effective.

Tips for press conferences
n Schedule the conference

between 10 a.m. and 3
p.m. in the middle of
the week.

n Send a media advisory
notice at least 3 to 5
days in advance, and
follow up with phone
calls.

n Make sure the room is
large enough for the
number of people you
expect. Provide chairs,
and room at the back for
cameras.

n Have a podium and a
sign or logo to display in
front or behind the
speaker(s).

n Have an easel ready and
prepare professional-
looking graphics for
display.

n Have a reception table
at the entrance with a
sign-in sheet and
background material.

n Have on hand flyers and
backgrounders.
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Little Muddy Creek Watershed Watch

Ourtown, MA  01000

August 28, 1999

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: David Goliath, 413-890-4797 (d), 413-890-4979 (e), dng@email.com

CONTAMINATION LINKED TO FAULTY SEWAGE SYSTEMS IN OUR TOWN

Bacterial contamination linked to leaking residential sewage systems is above safe levels

in the Little Muddy Creek, according to a study by the Little Muddy Creek Watershed Watch.

Residents are advised to avoid contact with the creek�s water.

Water samples taken throughout the summer have shown the presence of fecal coliform

bacteria, a sewage contaminant, in levels higher than state standards allow. The average values at

30 sampling sites are from 1.5 to 3 times the state standard of 400 colonies/100ml.

Bacterial counts have been rising over the last several years, according to studies done

annually by the Little Muddy Creek Watershed Watch, a local volunteer organization. George

Gomez, volunteer director of the group, said that over 250 samples collected by the group in the

past year have confirmed the contamination.  �It�s clear to us from the pattern of contamination that

residential sewage systems are the cause,�  said District Health Planner Mary Jones.

 Fecal coliform bacteria may cause diarrhea, nausea, and other diseases. Residents are

advised not to drink water, swim, or play in Little Muddy Creek until the problem can be allevi-

ated.  �We are planning to work with residents in neighborhoods near the creek to clean up the

problem,�  said Jones.

[Insert accompanying graph here]

Example 7-3: A press release that uses data.
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A public service announcement, or PSA, is a free message
that is similar to a commercial. PSAs promote events and
services of non-profit organizations and groups that serve
the community. They run from 10 seconds to 30 seconds in
length and appear on radio or on television.

Although PSAs are rarely a place for data presentation,
consider them when holding a public meeting, calling for
volunteers, or making information known. Data may fit into
PSAs in certain situations.

PSAs can be created by the station at no cost to the organi-
zation. An announcer reads edited copy provided by the
organization. If televised, the copy is read while information
about the organization or event appears on the screen.
Alternatively, PSAs can be produced outside the station by a
professional production company for a fee. This is recom-
mended for television PSAs, since homemade video is
usually unacceptable for broadcast quality production.

PSAs

Data Strategy:
n Emphasize the data that prompted the press confer-
    ence. Avoid tangential comparisons; get to the point
    quickly and stick to it.
n Photos (8 x 10 prints) that document the problem are
    also useful if available.

Tips for PSAs
n Contact stations ahead

of time to find out
their PSA require-
ments.

n Include your organiza-
tion name, address,
phone number, and a
person to contact.

n Include the start and
stop dates to air the
PSA.

n Double-space the text
to allow for easy
reading and editing.

n Time the copy at a
normal reading speed
and include the length
in seconds. Estimate
read time long rather
than short.

n If a name or word is
difficult to pronounce,
include a phonetic
spelling.
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Little Muddy Creek Watershed Watch
Ourtown, Mass. 01000
August 28, 1999

Contact: David Goliath, 413-890-4797 (d), 413-890-4979 (e),
dng@email.com

Start: Immediately

Stop: September 15, 1999

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT: 30 seconds

Is it safe to swim in the Little Muddy Creek?  Bacteria counts are

up this year, and leaking sewage systems are to blame. Find out

more on Monday, September 15th, at 7 p.m. when the Little

Muddy Creek Watershed Watch presents a free slide show at

the Public Library, Main Street, Ourtown. Little Muddy Creek

Watershed Watch is a volunteer organization dedicated to

preserving water quality. For more information, call 413-890-

3200.

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT: 15 seconds

Is it safe to swim in the Little Muddy Creek? Find out on
Monday, September 15th, at 7 p.m. when the Little Muddy
Creek Watershed Watch presents a free slide show at the Public
Library, Main Street, Ourtown.

For more information, call 413-890-3200.

Example 7-4: Public Service Announcement.

In conclusion To reach people outside an organization, send results to
your local newspaper, radio, or television station. Devel-
oping a good relationship with a reporter or editor is
crucial for your story to appear in the media�and so is
packaging your data in an attractive, yet simple format.

Take the time to develop backup information and a press
kit, so that the media are provided with your story in a
timely fashion. Last week�s news won�t likely be broadcast
or printed.
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Example 8-10: Flags used
as Web hot buttons.

And did we
mention...?

The following strategies were brought up in earlier chap-
ters, but deserve more attention.

Data on the Web
The World Wide Web combines some of the better elements
of print and electronic media. It provides access to the vast
storage capacity of books and encyclopedias, one can
navigate through this information with an ease that puts
newspapers and magazines to shame, and (increasingly)
there are visuals and audio comparable to TV and radio.
These attributes make the Web a versatile data presentation
tool. Graphs, photos and maps can all provide a casual
browser with quick, comprehensible summaries of water-
shed conditions. Unobtrusive hyperlinks steer the serious
researcher to detailed data sets that can even offer number
crunching ability. Those who are interested in a particular
piece of the data picture can pursue it further by clicking
their way to pages that feature the subject.

Let�s look at an example from the Charles River Watershed
Association (CRWA) that illustrates several of these points
(CRWA�s Web address is www.crwa.org). The first thing we
like about their Web site is that they make their data easy to
find. They announce their sampling results right near the
top of their page, via a a colorful icon of boating pennants
and a hyperlink headline: �Daily Water Quality Data.�

For some reason, a lot of monitoring groups with Web sites
either omit data reports entirely or bury them deep in some
hard-to-find recess of a site. This sends a bad message�that
the results aren�t all that interesting. If you�re going to
announce your program, spend the extra hour it takes to
make at least one representative data graph and post it!
Otherwise you have people wondering �where�s the beef?�

Clicking on the CRWA pennants or headlines brings the
user to a second page which repeats the boating pennants
display. But this time they are used not as attention-getters,
but as data. Each pennant represents a sampling site and is
either red or blue, depending on whether bacteria levels at
the site pose potential health risks for boating on that day.
The flags are a good choice for an icon, because they imme-
diately place the data in an appropriate context by making
one think of boating, which is the primary recreational use
for the Charles. If someone wants to know whether to take
the boat out that day, they get the information in a matter of
seconds.
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Example 8-11: Water quality
displayed by river reach.
(For technical tips on develop-
ing this map, see the Appendix)

For those with more curiosity, a click on any of the sampling
sites reaches a third level which houses the real data�a table
showing coliform counts for that site for the past week.
Normally, tables are not the most attractive or readable way
to present data, though at this level it works, because you
would expect that the user who has reached this page has
sufficient interest to benefit from that degree of detail. This
page also contains narrative text that briefly describes the
sampling procedures, the state standards, and steps river
users might take to avoid contamination. CRWA also pro-
vides the data in downloadable Excel files�a handy option
for those who want to do their own further analysis or
compare different sites, different dates, etc.

CRWA also offers monthly summaries of water quality for
the entire watershed. Another menu choice displays a
watershed map with various reaches shown in different
colors: blue for those meeting swimming standards, yellow
to indicate unsafe swimming but within boating standards,
and red for anything unsafe for both swimming and boat-
ing. This offers a nice visual image that is easily grasped.
The Association has also produced this graphic in several
different media: posters, slides and overheads, for use in a
variety of forums. CRWA staff report that this display has
been highly effective. Audiences from EPA to the news
media to school children are surprised at the close correla-
tion between rainfall and bacteria levels. Few were previ-
ously aware of the connection, at least not in this level of
detail.

Note
Most of the graphics in this
sections were borrowed
directly from the Web, which
explains why the print
quality is poor: screen
resolution is much coarser
than print.
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Example 8-12: Photographic habitat data from the Virtual
Tour of the Los Angeles River.

CRWA�s Web pages were designed in a manner that matches
well the way most people use the Web these days: starting
with broad, visually attractive overviews and getting into
greater detail as one gets deeper into a site.

One suggested enhancement might be to add a menu
choice that lets the viewer learn more about the parameter:
how bacteria survive in water systems, the health threats
posed, or to get a comparison of different bacteria sampling
methods. One easy way to do this is by adding a link to the
Volunteer Monitor�s fall 1998 newsletter, which includes two
articles on bacteria testing, with additional references to
other information sources (www.epa.gov/volunteer/fall98/
index.html).

Some other Web examples we like:
Virtual watershed tour
The Los Angeles River Tour (www.lalc.k12.ca.us/target/units/
river/tour/frogt.html) offers a computer trip through the
Los Angeles watershed similar to the Farmington River
Watershed model in Example 8-1. Their virtual tour uses
pictures and text to take the browser to numerous spots
along the river, with many optional digressions along the
way that explore history, geology, frogs, floods, and bugs.
One enhancement of such a tour would be to add data
graphs or water quality reports at relevant stops on the tour.
Web sites like this demonstrate what a powerful educational
tool the Web can be. The straightforward story of your data
can be complemented by contextual information of virtually
any sort and level of complexity. Discourses on anything
from the hydrologic cycle to river morphology to exotic
invasive species can be offered, to be perused at the
viewer�s discretion.
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Waterwatch Victoria in Australia designed a fun�if some-
what fancy�interactive site: they lay down the basics for
sound river habitat in a manual you can read online, then
prompt visitors to select their region on a map. A picture of
a stream somewhere in that region pops up and visitors are
asked to enter their habitat assessment of the site in the
online form. The visitors� habitat ratings are compared to
those of the Waterwatch experts, and if they are different,
help is offered to better understand the issues. You can visit
this site at www.vic.waterwatch.org.au/landcare.

Ohio CLAM (Citizen Lake Awareness and Monitoring)
This site starts out with some impressive color graphs that
show water transparency (Secchi readings) and color data
together; transparency is shown by bar graphs, color by
points; both against a background that is shaded from
brown to green from top to bottom of the graph. The graph
is accompanied by several pages of text and additional
charts that help the viewer interpret the data�in particular,
how to use  the color data to determine whether the Secchi
readings are influenced primarily by algae or suspended
sediment. View the Web version of the example shown
below at: www.olms.org/page13.html.

Example 8-13: Transparency and color graph.
(The background color goes from brown to green when viewed on the Web)
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Linking to external educational content
For a good example of an educational site that a group
might link to their own Web page, take  a look at the
�Canada�s Aquatic Environments� site (www.aquatic.
uoguelph.ca) from the University of Guelph, Ontario.
They have a virtual encyclopedia of information about
watersheds, rivers, lakes, wetlands, and oceans, with won-
derful pictures and diagrams that illustrate the topics
discussed in the text. These pages can be linked to your data
to give viewers a quick lesson on influences and conse-
quences of the data you are presenting.

Example 8-14: Educational diagram displayed on the Web.
(From �Canada�s Aquatic Environments�)

Example 8-15: Web diagram of lake stratification.
(From �Canada�s Aquatic Environments�)
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Washington Lake Book
Another good example is the �Washington Lake Book: a
Handbook for Lake Users� Web site (www.wa.gov/ecology/
wq/plants/lakes/book_contents.html), which contains a
wealth of scientific, organizational, and fundraising infor-
mation related to lakes and lake organizations. In addition
to some great diagrams on lake ecology, there is an excellent
on-line guide to aquatic plants; how to identify them, where
and under what conditions they live, scientific and eco-
nomic importance, and response to various management
techniques.

Getting your data on the Web
This requires three things: getting a site, doing the design
and editing work, and uploading files to a server. Internet
providers sometimes donate a site location to non-profit
organizations. Otherwise, you must acquire a site from  a
host, whether it�s the university where you work or your
local internet provider. To obtain a site, there is usually a set-
up fee ($10-$50) and a monthly fee (around $8-50, depend-
ing on how much disk space you require, and whether you
open a personal or business account). Designing your own
page is very easy once you obtain software such as Adobe
PageMill (about $50) or Netscape Composer (free), or it can
be a bit more involved with software such as Macromedia�s
Dreamweaver ($300). You can even make word processing
documents such as MS Word into Web-readable material by
saving them as HTML files. Including fancy graphics is a
little more tricky, but adding photographs, spreadsheet
graphs, or charts as Web images is no challenge.

Sometimes, parts of the watershed  itself become the data.
In Chapter 5 we talked about using macroinvertebrates,
plants, and rocks in data presentations. Some additional
pointers on these:

Aquatic plant display
The UNH Lakes Lay Monitoring Program at the University
of New Hampshire produced an exhibit that displays
aquatic plants in clear plastic 2-liter soft drink bottles. Bottle
labels are removed, the plants are placed top-down in the
bottles, which are filled with water, sealed and set snugly in
holes drilled into a wooden board (make sure the board is
wide enough to handle the filled bottles without toppling).
Four to six plants are displayed in a row. The submerged

Props
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plants look much like they would while alive in the lake,
making identification easier. These can be displayed along
side maps showing distribution and concentration of the
different species found in the lake. If the display is to be
used for more than a day or two, you might want to replace
the water with Isopropyl alcohol (store-bought rubbing
alcohol). This will preserve the samples for a number of
months, but after about a month, the greenness will begin
to fade.

Example 8-16: Recycle soda bottles to display aquatic plants.

Embedded rocks
We mentioned these in Chapter 5 as a way to educate
people on the importance of substrate composition to
macro-invertebrate and fish populations in streams. At the
same time, you are reporting on stream habitat quality.
How to prepare:  Simple�just go to the stream and gather
several fist-sized rocks from the bottom. Get an assortment
of those slightly to mostly buried in sand and silt. Usually,
the part that has been buried will be lighter in color than
the rest of the rock. This is because that part exposed to the
current may have picked up some algae, which remains
dark after it�s dried. If you find that the dark/light line is not
real clear, you can trace the line with a permanent marker to
better illustrate the point.
How to use: Pass samples around to folks while giving a talk,
or display several together (with varying degrees of
embeddedness) and ask people to estimate the percent
embeddedness. Then discuss the significance of the differ-
ent levels. Alternatively, display graphs of theoretical (or
actual) bug populations and ask people to match them with
the different degrees of embeddedness.
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These are both good displays to use along with graphs of
macroinvertebrate sample results and/or the bugquarium
mentioned in Chapter 5. They are also both good as props
to accompany a discussion of habitat requirements for
spawning trout and other fish.

Example 8-17: Embedded rock and substrate jars.

In conclusion There�s no shortage of creative examples. We�ve presented a
small sample, found within the boundaries of our own
creativity and research capabilities. With all the creative
minds out there in volunteer monitoring, the sky�s the limit.
If you want to reach the general public, especially folks who
aren�t beating down your door for data�who think they
have no particular interest in the health of your water
body�try some of these non-traditional outreach strategies.
And share your successes with other monitoring groups.
We are happy to be the clearinghouse. It is our intention to
maintain and continually update this chapter as a growing
collection of data presentation examples that you can adapt
for your own presentation efforts. We plan to place this
chapter, if not the whole manual, on the Web and add to it
as new examples come in from folks like yourself. Watch for
it on our Web site: www.umass.edu/tei/mwwp. If you have a
data presentation example or idea you�d like to share, please
get in touch with us. With your help, we�ll be able to offer a
library of handy tools that help connect your data with your
audiences.
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Chapter 8 Off the Beaten Path...

     Data in the
 great outdoors

This chapter provides information on several innovative
data presentation examples that we like, but which were
either not discussed in previous chapters, or that merit
further explanation. There are also a few outreach examples
that do not focus on data per se, but which we think would
work well as showcases for your data.

River Model at a Festival
The Farmington River Watershed Association made an
interesting model of their watershed at a River Festival: on
the side of a hill, they used flagging and small wooden posts
to outline the shape of the river from its headwaters to its
mouth. At the appropriate  locations on the �river,� they
erected interpretive signs such as you see in parks. On the signs
were photographs of the river at that virtual spot, and some
information about that location, such as historical events that
occurred there or flora and fauna one might expect to see.

Example 8-1: River Model at a Festival.

n Data in the great outdoors
n Interactive data presenta-
     tions
n Do it yourself data
n Recycle that data!
n And did we mention...?
n Props
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Ways to Show Data
For data presentation, you can have a data photo showing
pollution or a source of pollution, or use a leitmotiv-graphic:
the same graphic repeated at each station on the river, with
the level of a certain parameter or a water quality index at
that sampling site. If using a graph, plot the data for the
season or for several years at that site, so people have a
frame of reference. Or show data from several sites, with
this site�s data highlighted. Also useful is to add the criterion
you are comparing the data to, such as a line at
6 mg/l (the minimum standard for cold water fishery) if
presenting dissolved oxygen. This is a good place to add
some educational content to a display. Introduce the river
continuum concept by comparing data found at different
sites with typical values found in a �reference� stream at
comparable headwater, mid-reach, or lower mainstem areas
for such indicators as macroinvertebrates, oxygen, pH or
temperature.

Take me to the river� access sites
Sites where people access a water body are great places to
present data in easy-to-read fashion. MassWWP posted
signs at several Connecticut River access sites, showing
coliform data from samples taken at those sites. As shown
on Example 8-2, the most recent results are shown by a
colored icon of a swimmer, with color codes representing
different coliform ranges. Bright colors are used for better
visibility at a distance.

A large-type headline is printed to attract interest. Results
from earlier in the season are represented by smaller icons,
with numeric values listed below the icons. A short explana-
tory note informs readers how these numbers compare with
state standards for swimming and boating. These signs were
accompanied by a map of the river, showing current data
from all sampling sites (see Example 5-7). Signs were re-
placed every two weeks, so laminated paper was sufficient
for weather-proofing.

Tell a story with signs
One innovative way to pack a lot of information into an
outdoor display is to create a �book,� made of hard plastic or
wood pages that the reader can turn to get an unfolding story, as
shown in Example 8-3 on the opposite page. For practical tips
on how to make this or other types of outdoor exhibits, we
highly recommend the book Signs, Trails, and Wayside Exhibits,
by Trapp et al, 1994 (see Reference section).
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Example 8-2: Data at a river access site.

Example 8-3: This display is set up like a large print book, mounted on a pole.
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Interactive data
   presentations

Aquatic Jeopardy
This interactive game provides a nice change of pace at
informal settings. Get the audience involved at an annual
meeting or League of Women Voters� talk and your message
will stay with them much longer. The Lakes and Ponds
Section of the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources intro-
duced a Jeopardy-like game at their annual Lay Monitoring
Conference. The Aquatic Jeopardy Game starts with a
presentation on background information and sampling
results. The players are then asked to choose from five
categories, such as monitoring, point and nonpoint source
pollution, watersheds, etc. They are shown a slide and the
contestants must characterize what they see. For example, a
picture of a leaking boat engine should elicit a response of
nonpoint source pollution, or a graph showing high total
phosphorus should prompt eutrophication. Of course, the
contestants have beepers in their hands and the pace is kept
hopping.

Example 8-4: Aquatic Jeopardy, a participatory live presentation.
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Ways to show data
In this instance you show the data in a regular live presenta-
tion: go over the science, the results, the locations, and
show several times what you want the audience to remem-
ber, in essence giving, or at least suggesting the answers to
the questions. Then prepare lots of slides of pollution sites,
sampling sites, graphs, maybe even equipment they have to
name. Overheads will work too in this format.

The Lake Game
This one�s great for kids. At their annual Heritage Festival in
Sturbridge, the Cedar Lake Association created a game to
help their community learn about lakes and associations.
The game consisted of four wading pools, fish cut in three
sizes from magnetic sign board, a child-sized fishing pole
with a large washer attached to the end, and educational
posters to lead the players to think about water resource
protection. First the players had to read the posters to
understand what promotes a healthy lake situation. There
were four posters, each representing a different scenario of
a densely developed lakefront (one where residents were
not active in protecting the lake, resulting in eutrophic
conditions, one where they reacted too strongly and killed
all the vegetation with chemicals, and two in-between
cases). A pool was in front of each poster, and players had to
decide in which lake fishing would likely be better, then
would cast for a fish. Large fish won a large prize and so on.

Example 8-5: The Lake Game.
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Ways to Show Data
This game can be easily modified to share the results of
water quality monitoring: compare several lakes, each
represented by a pool, or different sites from the same lake,
or the same lake and site but in different years. Players
decide where to fish, based on their sense of how water
quality conditions affect the fishing (you might be kind and
provide some helpful clues about the significance and
impacts of different parameters).

Inquiring Minds Want to Know
Another interactive display idea is a take-off on something
done by nature centers to engage children�although adults
enjoy these too: draw your watershed, river, or lake on a
large piece of plywood or foamboard. Be sure to add photos
or other visual depictions of what the watershed is like at
different locations�urban, rural, forested, cropland, etc. At
sampling sites, represent monitoring results in graphic
fashion�a smiling/sad fish, a picture, or a report card
(�A�� �F�), but cover the result with a lid, piece of felt, or
shutter.  At the top of the board, frame a question such as
�Where is it safe to swim in the Swift River?� or �Fish seek
real estate in Long Pond� with a brief explanation of what
makes the river safe for swimming or the lake excellent
habitat for fish. Then invite the visitors to guess an answer
and test themselves by lifting the covers.

Do it yourself
            data

Murals
The Somerville Arts Council cooked up a summer employ-
ment program for teens that combines hands-on environ-
mental education with art. Schools were involved, with a
science curriculum centered on adventurous exploration of
the Mystic River Watershed, while a professional muralist
directed teens as they created a visual representation of
their experience with the river. This highly visible work
raises awareness and appreciation for the river and its
relation to the urban environment.

Example 8-6: Mystic River mural. (For more information on the mural project, see:
www.somervilleartscouncil.org/programs/artwow/mural/index.html)
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Ways to show data
Public awareness can be further enhanced in projects like
this by mixing data with art. On an easily accessible spot
next to the mural, a sign can be placed and regularly up-
dated with water quality results.

Greeting cards
A school or club might also make greeting cards of attractive
scenery or wildlife from your watershed. Inside or on the
back, print a succinct message: �The Greenland High School
samples the Fall River yearly and found an excess of bacteria
due to urban runoff. For more information call 987-6543.�

Poster contest
Organize a poster contest in the elementary schools, giving
them the message to include (e.g. �Keep Crystal Lake clear:
Plant Buffers�) and mount a media campaign around it,
using your data to document a problem or an outstanding
resource. Make sure you have some prizes to give to the
contest winners. Downtown businesses sometimes put the
posters in their store windows for a short time, giving more
coverage to your story.

Recycle that
             data!

A good display is too valuable to use just once. Spend a little
time to book exhibits at alternate locations, and your efforts
will pay off with increased exposure.

Storefront display
The Green River Watershed Preservation Alliance worked
on an extensive display about the watershed to be exhibited
in the Brattleboro Museum for a few weeks. When the
exhibit was taken down, the portion on water quality was
installed in an empty Greenfield store front, where it stayed
a few more weeks. It was then loaned to several schools.

Example 8-7: Using an empty store front.

Tips for store fronts
n Just ask the store owner
for permission!
n Anything drawn with
markers will fade in the
sunlight.
n Fishing line comes in
handy to hang panels
discreetly.
n Use 3-dimensional
props.
n Put a panel with
information on how
people can contact you.
n Take it down within a
month.
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Example 8-8: Acid Rain exhibit.

Acid Rain Exhibit
A few years ago, the Sierra Club developed an acid rain
poster exhibit. This project is worth mentioning here for
two reasons:
n The display itself used a creative mix of photos, diagrams,
and text to achieve a combination of information, education,
and persuasion messages;
n Club members hired an intern to book the display at
numerous venues throughout the Northeast, which re-
sulted in tremendous exposure for the exhibit.

The display consisted of eight panels which could either be
placed on a table or on the floor, by affixing the panels to 6-
foot high foam core boards with attached stands. Each
panel contained information on a different aspect of acid
rain: damage to human health, wildlife, property (cars,
houses, statues) and to recreation. Data was presented
primarily in the form of photodocumentation of these
effects. The result was a highly visual, informative exhibit
which made the case for action in compelling terms that
could easily be grasped by people with a wide range of
backgrounds and ages.

The intern in charge of booking the exhibit contacted
dozens of prospective sites, assisted with the logistics of
getting the exhibit from one place to another, and in some
cases even offered help with pre-event publicity (see side-
bar). Thanks to her efforts, the display was used at a num-
ber of museums, political rallies, national and state park
visitor centers, environmental conferences, community
fairs, and other venues. It�s estimated that over 20,000
people saw the exhibit over the course of one summer and
fall. You may not need to take the extra step of hiring
someone to market your data presentations, but it does pay
to focus some portion of your time and energy on bringing
your exhibits and your audiences together.

Tips for booking exhibits
(based on Sierra Club Acid
Rain exhibit experience)
n  Write an exhibit
announcement flyer
describing exhibit content,
tips on how to display it,
instructions on how to
borrow it (include instruc-
tions on shipping  if
appropriate).
n Draft list of non-
governmental organiza-
tions, museums, upcoming
fairs, parks, libraries, and
other possible venues. Mail
flyer to them.  Listings of
upcoming events can be
obtained from tourism
offices, chambers of
commerce, or from weekly
newspapers that print
seasonal events calendars.
n Follow up your mailing
with phone calls!
n Create a packet with
accompanying handouts,
props, talking points for
different venues. Ship this
along with exhibit.
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Wash and wear data
After a few years of monitoring the effects of acid precipita-
tion in Massachusetts water bodies, the Acid Rain Monitor-
ing Project was able to index every town in the state and
color-code it according to its average sensitivity to acidifica-
tion. A simple way to share these data was to print them on
a color map. As a thank-you to the many volunteers who
collected and analyzed samples for the project, the map was
simplified and cartoonized, and printed on the back of T-
shirts which were given to the volunteers. When wearing
the shirt, volunteers frequently had to stop and let friends
and strangers alike find their town on the map to find out
whether they lived in a danger, caution, or OK area.
Clearly, this is not feasible for data that changes frequently,
but it worked fine for the 5-year averages depicted on the
shirts.

Example 8-9: T-shirt data.

On a per-unit basis, this is not a cheap way to present data
($4 to $10 a shirt, depending on the quantity you are order-
ing), but if you were going to give members a T-shirt any-
way, it�s a clever way to accomplish two things at once.
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Chapter 9 Ready, Set, Present!

In the end, your monitoring program is only as good as
your data presentation campaign. Until you present, and
unless you do it well, you reap few benefits from all your
work designing a study, coordinating and training volun-
teers, doing the field and lab work, and crunching the
numbers.

Sure, there�s a lot to consider when preparing to communi-
cate data. But the effort needn�t be overly complicated.
Some programs meet their objectives with a simple report,
others may need a multi-front and multimedia campaign. In
either case, the planning process is fundamentally the same,
and relatively straightforward:

§ First, focus your message. Confer with your
organization�s board, technical advisory committee,
and other decision makers. Make sure the data are
sound, conclusions reasonable and defensible, and
recommendations consistent with the organization�s
goals.

§ Agree on target audiences such as government agen-
cies, general public, town boards, etc.

§ Know the target audience�and what they need to know.
Are they educated in the science behind the data? Are
they likely to care about the problem? And will they pore
through a thick report, or do they want the highlight
video?

§ Identify the major �hits,� or presentation opportunities
where the message can be delivered. These will vary
with the issues, your available resources, and the target
audiences.

There are many ways to �package� your data to meet differ-
ent presentation opportunities. We recommend five in
particular. Any of these can be effective; together, they make
a comprehensive repertoire that will meet most or all out-
reach objectives.
1. A written report can be formal or informal, long or

short, and serves as your �bible� or source document.

n A simple plan
n Package the data
n Basic components
n Ready, set, present!

A simple plan

Package the data
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Basic
components

Ready, set,
present!

2. Reports in your newsletter, if you have one, are good for
keeping the membership knowledgeable. Include some
sampling information in every issue such as data graphs and
analyses, updates on volunteer activities, or plans for addi-
tional monitoring.

3. Newspaper, other news media stories are great for
general public education campaigns; and whenever
your data are �newsworthy,� use the press as a primary
communication avenue.

4. Prepared talks for public meetings are good when you
are trying to get people to act on your recommendations�
they are also a good way to reach interest groups. At a
minimum, give one talk at the end of the year or end of
the survey, but try to do several each year. Vary your
audiences from a Lions� Club dinner to a talk at your
organization�s annual meeting to a testimony before a
local or state agency.

5. An exhibit is a portable display that can tell your story
in a library, at an environmental fair, a storefront win-
dow, or other public places. A display is good for low-
level, broadcast messages that get people thinking about
your issues.

Identify the basic products or components that would
likely be used for these items:
§ Graphs, charts and maps that display or give context

to your data.
§ Slides and photos that complement your data, or show

your volunteers in action.
§ Fact sheets and narrative blurbs that explain your data.

Reproduce the products in different formats such as a
slide, photo, and overhead of the same graph showing
sampling results. This helps when you encounter different
audiovisual facilities at the places you present.

These form the basic elements of a Data Presentation Tool
Kit. Mix and match the elements to suit the audience, the
event, and the venue. Be sure that others in your organization,
such as members or trails and recreation committees, are aware
of your kit so that they can use it in their programs.

Now you are ready to go. Schedule your own outreach activi-
ties, and be ready for others that come along. When the press
calls, when you get invited to speak at the Cattlemen�s Associa-
tion, or when a permit is up for renewal, you are prepared.
Open up your data presentation kit, select the elements that
match the situation, and present your data!
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Bugquarium Construction Plans

Material is 1/2� thick clear acrylic plastic

Drill hole for tubing and airstones 1� up from base.
Hole should equal outside diameter of tubing. Seal
all joints with clear silicone sealer.

30�

48�
3�

14�

8�



Technical tips

How to produce a computer map as depicted in Example 8-11 (1996 prices)

Mixing media: These graphics have been presented with different �accessories:� photos of
river uses and conditions and of pollution sources, charts of data values.
How produced:  Watershed maps and hydrology data produced by MassGIS, using Arc Info
software. CRWA used Corel Draw and ArcView software to combine data and maps into
these graphics.
Materials used:
n CRWA purchased MassGIS data disk from State for $100 (contains many data layers).
n ArcInfo software (approximately $4000).
n Arc View 2.1 software (approximately $1000). As of printing, latest version is ArcView 3.2.
n Corel Draw (approximately $ 400).
Expertise required: A CRWA staff person with a background in computer cartography and
experience in GIS and ArcInfo prepared these graphs. He attended a 2-day training seminar
on ArcView, conducted by ESRI, the company that produces ArcView.
Helpful hints: Many universities, municipal or regional planning agencies have ArcInfo or
similar GIS software. Ask them about access to their system. Some monitoring groups agree
to sponsor a student intern to do GIS & mapping work for them. Colleges may be more
willing to provide access to their computer system if you are working with a student, be-
cause of the educational opportunity you are providing.

Bugquarium

Here are some tips on how to prepare to use the bugquarium discussed in Chapter 5.

It typically takes 2 or 3 hours to collect the bugs�including travel time and assuming you
are hitting 2 or 3 sites. Use your normal bug collecting equipment: nets, tweezers, and jars.
Your collection strategy will vary depending on how you intend to display the critters. You
may need to go to several sites if you are looking for representatives of clean and dirty
water, headwaters and higher order streams, or ponds and rivers. Unless you know your
sites well (including what bugs might be there that particular time of year) we highly
recommend doing a trial collection a few days in advance, to ensure that you will be able
to obtain a desired mix of bugs.

It�s best to do it in the morning of the event, as the bugs may have trouble surviving the
night if you get them the day before. If you must get them a day in advance, try to give
them plenty of oxygen and keep them cold. You can place them in jar(s) in the refrigerator
or in a large bowl with plenty of ice in the bowl. In either case, keep the lids off to allow
for oxygen exchange. If you can, run tubes from an aerator into the jars to keep them
oxygenated. Keep them in the water you collected them in. Chlorinated tap water will kill
many of them. Finally, keep the dragonflies separate from the others, as they will eat their
buddies. We can�t vouch for the behavior of other predacious species, but we know of the
dragonfly diet preference from past bugquarium experience!
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